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UPLAND,

GRANT COUNTY,

Public Letter Obituary

Makes Clear

Electa McCoy was born in Hamilton
The ladies of the M. E. Aid society
county,
Ind., July 23, 1845. God ealled
Abraham said to Lot, "Let there be
took their husbands and friends to
no strife between thee and me, and her to her great reward June L 1910, the beautiful country home of Mr. and
between thy people and my people. her age being 64 years, 10 months and E. E. Keever for a Tuesday evening
For there 14 land enough for both. 9 days.
social where they were royally en
The deceased was a member of a
And there should be no strife between
tertained. <A splendid program was
the state wide prohibition people and family group of tea children of Mur given in the rendering of which the
and Mary McCoy, pioneer setthe county prohibition people. For doch
>* i .
following people participated: Scrip
tiers
of
this, Grant county. Of this
there is work enough against the sa
ture, Mrs. ,Culls Vayhlnger, prayer,
loon for both. Let us have more work family group the father, mother, one Mrs. L A. Teeter, vdtal solo, Adrian
against the sal#on and less abuse of sister and two brothers have been si
Outland, Readings, Agnes King, Edyth
sleeping for many years. Of
those who differ with us in their work lently
'fix
•
Peele, Daisy Kline and Mabel Peele.
against the saloon. If the work of the this group two sisters, Mrs. Harriet
Refreshments were served consisting
prohibition party is against county Sewards and Mrs. Tamer Lyon, four
of ice cream, cake . and lemonade.
prohibition and all the power of the brothers, George, Allen, Frank add
Those present were:Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
remain to. cherish her
saloon is against county prohibition Noble McCoy
s
Keever, host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs.
it will make it a h^rd struggle to memory. s Electa was united in mar• i*
Bundy Keever, Mr. and Mrs, Monroe
save county prohibition. But let the riage to Hutson Balllnger (aow de
Vayhlnger and daughter Louis and
benefits of county prohibition be pre ceased since 1881) on the 14th day of
niece Esther Sedwick, Mr. and Mrs.
To this onion was born
sented in the light of facte and rea October 1860.
1
V,
John Smith and daughter Pluma, Mrs.
son without abuse. When we abuse a nine children in this order: Rose
E. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keen
person because his opinion differs Ella, Anna, Noah W., Peter E., Ida
er, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Helvle, Mr. and
from our opinion we violate a law of Mary, Harriet, John A., Glenn and
Mrs. Bert Korner, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
our creator. For we are each created Grate.
Doyle, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hender
Ida M. Glean and Grace have pre
with a mind that differs from the mind
son, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Williams and
resting
of every other person. No *wo per ceded Mother to the final
daughter. Dorothy, T. E. Jones and
sons agree on everything. This end place. Her few years of widowhood
daughter Edyth, Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
less variety of mind gives us an end was'with her large family of small
Williams: Mesdames Sarah Ladd, W.
less variety of opinions, and discus children one of continuous struggle
H. Simons, E. H. Graves, B. King, R.
sion of subjects. And this endless and battle of maintenance in her
Nabring, Flora Shoemaker, Adda Biddiscussion of subjects has given the household when on the 9th day of
well, Ira McKee, W. F. Dillman, Mar
world an endless advancement in September 1884 In order that she
tha Stout, H. 8. Jefferles and Iva Mil
knowledge. So thif difference of opin might better her condition in life she
ler. Misses Leone Nabring, Agnes
ion is natural. And we should make took to herself a secand mate, James
King, Leah Miles, Daisy Kline, Edyth
the most of it, for our own advance A. Moore. To this union was born
$
*
Peele, Clnm Teeter, Leona and laura
ment In knowledge and for our coun two children. Frank and Tlllie Moors
Gillespie and Anna McVicker. Messrs
try's good. Our country's good is oar who survive her. Besides those menat
• i
P. R. Sturgeon, Roes Bedw ell Paul
good and our country's deftlny is our tioned she leaves twenty-five grand
Under and Paul Benhow.
destiny so let us stand for our coun children and a host of friends to
The occasion was enjoyed immenomourn her exit from this vale of tears.
try's always.
ly and all join in extending thanks to
I was with the prohibition party
Some thirty years ago she united
Mr. and Mrs. Keever for opening their
from 1886 to after 1906, over 10 years. with the Christian church in Christ
home, also to the president and mem
I did not agree with the prohibition and was baptized During all her life
ii
' '•
bers of the aid for their invitation
party on any question but the saloon as a mother she has been faithful in
with the assurance that another would
question. Tet it was the only party her home and In the community in
he accepted
against the saloon and I stayed with which she has resided.
SCRIBE
During her last illness covering a
it. While many that now control the
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Keever and their
party left the party and voted for period of many months she-has born
friends are rather anxious about the
Bryan and free silver. During this great pain praying that God might
wellfare of V. B. Helvle, and Cliff
period the saloon controlled both the give her relief in death. She bore her
Hendrickson since they consumed the
republican party and the democratic pain with meekness, always cheerful
several gallons of fresh buttermilk,
party of this state and the nation. and kind, hearing all tribulations with
milk' and honey at the party given
And even now the national republican the faith of gaining in Heaven all
Tuesday evening In honor of the
{Arty and the national democrat par that yjb lost by the misgivings of a
Ladies Aid Society.
ty are both controlled by the saloon. sinful-world.
SCRIBE
We will miss her as a kind, fafthYet Main and Kansas are both repnoThe
Enterprise
is
pleased
to note
llcan states. And in. both of these ful and affectionate mother, always
that at the time of going to press no
states the saloon has been prohibited keeping the temperament of mind of
fatality
has been reported.
for a long number of years. And the the meek and lowly, always insisting
longer the saloons have been prohibit on duty and justice to the faithful
ed tip batter the laws that prohibit perforpance of higher ideals in the
And now life of-, the community.

FRIDAY,

INDIANA,

New Waverly, Ind., June 7, 1910—
Andrew Balllnger, Simon Balllnger,

John L. Thompson, nominee for
ble statement to eleventh district re
publicans:
gifted orator. I am just a plain farm
I am just a good old-fashioned
I

believe in doing things now. I have
been too busy as a farmer and busi
ness man to make politics a business,
but as a plain republican, one who be

?i

•

a majority of the people hare voted For when the evening came, dim and
to prohibit saloons the law to prohibit

saloons can be better enforced than And chill with early showers,.. in eounties where a majority of the Her quiet eyelids closed—she. had

handsonme majority.

I

know

about

a

good

deal

believe I
what

the people want done and I believe I

people are In favor of the saloon.

J. B.

Another morn than ours.
JOIST MEMORIAL WILL

ton as your congressman, I will serve

BE OBSERVED
Frank Hulls reports his corn in

best of my ability.

Every man will

receive fair treatment. Having been
a farmer for many years I believe I
know the needs of the tiller of the
soil. I am familiar with every kind
of f*rm work except driving an auto
mobile. As a business man and em
ployer of labor in more recent years,
I tr.ve added to my experience until
I n>w feel that as a congressman I
wil b in position to do service for
the f.vrt >.», the

"-e earner and the

I ° aan fclike.
"I aave studied a good deal abbut
the tariff question. I have always ad
mired the position of the republican
party on the question for what it has
for the people who composed it.

I

had occasion about twenty years ago

If anything a little hit smart

to make a good many trips across

er and more - exclusive than

the water. I visited England several

usual.

iimea and talked with the people on
country, and my experience and ob
servations there confirmed me in the

leather that a woman could

doctrine of the republican party, and

fiossihly

I am sure that it is right on this ques

It was announced today from Wash
ington that many Indiana postmasters
will after July 1 draw larger salaries.
A few decreases have been made and
in few Instances, for instance at Hart
ford City and Montpelier, no change

Kokomo—*3, 100 to *3,200.
Marion—*3,100 to *3,200.
Muhcie—*3,200 to *3,200.

and death of our beloved daughter

Peru—*2,700 to *2,800.
Redkey—*1,400 to *1,500.
Rldgeville—*1,400 to *1,500.

Mr. and Mrs. 8. J. Sloniker.

Mr
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to
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*
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*
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House
cleaning time
And]weare prepared to supply
your every need in the Furniture
and Carpet line.

T.E. JONES

W

Upland—*2,000 to *2,100.—Hartford
and Children City Journal.

Rev. J. O. Ledbetter, president of
The Epworth league market sells
rectly
after
they
will
assemble
in
the
it looks pale and sickly now nnd
the Indiana M. P, conference deliver pies, cakes, puddings, salads, chick
the stand is not of the best, there may I. O. O. F, hall and listen, to an ad- ed the sermon Sunday evening at C«n ens and can fruit. Help yourself and
4*«m »»d» by th« Rev. N, A NorrU. t*r (jwch,

want at any time.

A. DICKERSON]

tion."

fine shape for a good crop nnd though 3 p. m. and form in line of mareh. Di

W be • bwTjr orop.

The hind you see

on Paris boulevards - Fifth
Avenue too. Every last and

the tariff question in a free trade

New Castle—*2, 700 to *2,800.

pretty poor condition, but the soli In F. hall Sunday afternoon, June 13, at

^^EVF Sfiring and Sum
mer styles on sale - Now!

done, for what it has stood for and

willing to help us. during the sickness

The lodges will meet at the I. O. O

BELL HARDWARE CO.

the people, the whole people, to the

Huntington—*2,700 to *2,800.

also for the many beautiful flower*.

ATLANTIC OCEAN

to be done. When sent to Washing

Gas City—*1,600 to *1,700.

and eleter, Emma, and we thank them

Enough to bring home all the fish in THE

know something about how it ought

Elwood—*2,400 to *2,500.

and friends who were so kind and

Lines and Reels
Hooks and Sinkers

together we are bound to win by a

der way to make claim to direct title

We wish to thank our neighbors

sad,

Rods and Poles

harmony with all republicans of the
district and with republicans standing

Eaton—*1,200 to *1,300.

CARD OF THANKS.

We have received

lieves in republicanism, I am to make
it my business to work in complete

lars and preparations are already un

county prohibition is better than state We thought her dying when she slept of the property.
wide prohibition for in counties where And sleeping when she died.

BUSY

"I am not a politician, nor am I a

the saloons are enforced.
in the existing salary is noted.
Hiram Balllnger, Mrs. TT. H. Gourly,
the county option law Of this state, We watched her breathing through
While Hartford City and Montpelier
Mrs.
DaTid
Myers,
Mrs.
John
Poorthe night,
made by the republioan party gives
both wet towns, were not favored by
man and Mrs, Margaret Pugh, are all
a majority of the people in each coun Her breathing, soft and low,
an increased postmaser's salary,
m
legal heirs to the large estate In Cleve
ty the right to prohibit saloons in As In her breast the wave of life
every one of our dry nieghbors re
l!
land, Ohio, from Leonard Case, their ceived increases. Among other towns
their own county, And in 70 counties Kept heaving to and fro.
bachelor uncle who leaeed the land
of this state saloons are now pro So silently we seemed to speak,
and cities in Indiana the following
on which Cleveland is built to the Increases ere noted,
hlbited. This is the greatest prohtbi So slowly moved about
pe
city of Cleveland years ago. The es
tlon of the saloon that has ever been As we: had lent her half' our power
Anderson—33,200 to 33,300.
V,
tate
amounts
to
several
million
dol
To
lengthen
her
living
out.
made in Indiana. Shall we lone all
Dunkirk—31,700 to 31,800.
this work? All this glorious achieve Our very hopes belied our fears,
ment? God forbid!, In my view, Our fears our hopes belied.

JUNE 101910

GET

congress makes the following sensi

republican brought down to date.

NEWS

Have you fished any yet?

THOMPSON'S POSITION.

er.

4 PAGES
OF LOCAL
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My thin.

The Enterprise For All The News.
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GNAT CAUSES PELLAGRA.

The Upland Enterprise

INDIANA HAPPENINGS

K. K. DEEREN, Editor.
UPLAND

INDIANA

Newsy Notes of Interest from the Capital
and All Around the State.

ADVANTAGES OF WINTER.
An old-fashioned winter has Its ad
vantages and disadvantages. If these
wdre to be enumerated in parallel col
umns it is probable that the advan
tages would lead by a large majority.
In a winter like the past one the
ground is usually frozen to the depth
of a few Inches in November and there
after the snowfall keeps a blanket over
the earth which prevents the frost
from creeping downward inch by inch
until It reaches a depth of four or five
feet. It keeps all plant life at the sur
face of the soil in a perfectly dormant,
state, but does not completely suspend
the function of deep lying roots. A
continual covering of ice and snow
in the cities keeps the litter and filth
of the street from being dried and fine
ly powdered and carried about by
every passing breeze. This is one of
the most common sources of colds, in
fluenza, grip, infections of the nose,
and its labyrinthine sinuses and the
throat, middle ear and respiratory pas
sages in general. Such affections have
been less general this year than In
several preceding seasons. Steady
cold, although very trying to the old
and to people of subnormal vital ener
gies, is in reality much better than al
ternating warm spells
and
zero
pinches, for the latter conditions invite
indiscretions in dress.

Committee on Disease in Europe Says
Corn Is Not to Blame.

NEW TURN

IN K R A U S S C A S E N O R T H E R N

COUNTIES

LEAD ATHLETE

Attorneys Seek Dismissal of Divorce Crop Worth $439,697 and Good Yield
Proceedings—New Complaint to
In Potatoes and Fruit Is Also Re
Be Filed—Judge Will Ren
ported—Kosciusko County
der Decision Later.
\
Banner in Onions.

TAKES

V POISON

Law Student of Indiana University
Swallows Bichloride of Mercury
and His Life Is Despaired
of by Physicians.

El THAT never changeth any
of his opinions, never cor
rected any of his mis
takes."—Whitcote.

"It was never yet loving that emptied
the heart.
Nor giving that emptied the purse."

London, May 14.—Dr. Sambon, a
member of the Field committee which
has been investigating the disease
pellagra, telegraphs from Rome that
the committee has definitely proved
that maize or Indian corn is not the
cause of pellagra.
The committee finds that the para
sitic conveyor of the disease is the
"simulium repans," a species of biting
gnat.
PROOF POSITIVE.

The Appetite.
Our/palate is a natural indicator and
should be obeyed If It. has not been
worn by disease. When one has no
Bloomington, June 8.—Omer Loop appetite we do not as a rule need a
Marion, Ind., June 7.—An unexpect j
Indianapolis—The state produced
ed turn in the Krauss divorce case : 1_o4i,638 bushels of onions in 1908, ac- of Greentown, a half back on the tonic. What cur system needs is a
may be choked by too
was taken in the Grant superior court cor(n'ng to statistics compiled in the freshman football team last fall, and a rest. A fire
when Attorney A. M. Waltz, for Wil office of J. L. Peetz, chief of the bu law student at Indiana university, much fuel, and so these bodies of ours
liam R. Krauss, plaintiff, filed a mo reau of statistics. Northern Indiana took a large tablet of bichloride of may be clogged by too 'much food that
tlon to dismiss the suit, and J. A. was far in the lead in onion produc mercury and his life is despaired of cannot be used.
A palate that has not been abused,
Hindman, for Mrs. Rae M. Krauss, de tion and the banner county for this by local physicians who have sent him
can enjoy the hundreds of flavors of
fendant, also filed a motion to dis crop was Kosciusko, with an acreage to his home.
Conflicting stories are told regard different foods and be able to distin
miss the cross-complaint. Judge P. H. of 1,004 and a crop of 342,875 bushels.
but If It
Elliott, before whom the case was Another county running strong in the ing the young athlete's act. A love guish the individual flavors;
tried early in March, demanded that onion race was Noble with 291,335 affair is said to, by some of his frifends, ,has been constantly overfed with salt,
the lawyers show authority for the bushels; Whitley county produced be at the bottom of the affair while pepper and other condiments, the ja
motion, and Mr. Waltz read from In 105,204 bushels of onions. Dekalb others hint at outside troubles which ded palate must be brought hack to its
avoiding
diana decisions wherein it is held that county reported 55,935 bushels; Elk are connected In no way with the stu birthright by natural flavors,
Seasoning
at any time before the jury retires or hart county, 32,339; Starke county, dent's stay at the state institution. all highly-seasoned foods.
not destroy
1,645. Loop himself says that the poison was should bring out flavors,
before the cpurt's finding is announced 29,027, and St. Joseph county
them. Those who eat foods out of
a suit may be dismissed without preju- These seven counties reported four- taken by mistake.
The youth was loafing with several season tail to enjoy them in the height
Hix—My son must be insane.
dice. fifths
of the crop of the state. The
Nix—What makes you think so?
Judge Elliott announced that he value of onions to the producers is students Friday night, when he sud of their freshness.
Bilious attacks, headache, indiges
Hix—He got married yesterday and
would rule on the motion to dismiss given as $439,697, an average of about denly left the crowd, went to Jeffers's
drug store in this city and asked the tion and diseases of the stomach are he only gets $10 a week salary.
the case later. The case, it is said, 40 cents a bushel.
will be refiled in the Blackford circuit
Several counties reported a very clerk for some mercury. The clerk all the children of indiscretions in
The over-worked stomach
Question of Precedent.
court, and that Mrs. Krauss will not small number of bushels, among these ahswered that he had no mercury, but eating.
"What makes you doubt that all
contest it.
being Hamilton, 10 bushels; Dearborn, bad bichloride of mercury, and gave must take in food three times a day
The trial of the divorce case in the 15; Shelby, 16; Bartholomew, 31, and the young athlete a tablet, diamond and oftener whether we feel like eat men are born equal?"
"The absolute confidence of everjjj^
shaped and marked broadly in black ing or not, because it is the mode of
Grant superior court, having been Brown, 105. Counties reporting
brought here from Blackford county onions for market were Benton, De- . letters, "poison," on both siJes. The life, and we even resort to appetizers parent that his baby is superior tc
At this season of the year household
on change of venue, occupied 12 days catur, Fountain, Franklin, Gibson, boy was informed that the tablet was and tonics to whip up the jhded and any other in existence."
ers' thoughts turn naturally to lawns
He overworked digestive apparatus.
in March. Judge Elliott had asked a Hancock, Miami, Switzerland, Uhion, for external application only.
The Bald-Headed Man.
The reason of so many fussy, fat and
and back yards, and there Is a general jury to assist him in trying the case, Warren,
Washington,
Wells
and took the poison back to the group of
"The wife's clothes must match the
is that they
desire to have, clean and ornamental and the jury reported only a finding
White. The total number of acres In students at his lounging place and florid women of fifty
continue to eat without sufficient ex husband's hair this year."
surroundings. Unfortunately, in many of facts. Krauss charged in his com onions was 3,684.
there swallowed it.
"That's all right; my wife's dresses
ercise to use up the food which they
instances the desire is not strong plaint that his wife is in the Indiana
A total of 3,773,038 bushels of pota
are always decollette."
are
constantly
taking
in.
Divorce
Suit
Startles.
enough to produce results. A man who woman's prison for life for the murder toes, on an acreage of 73,035 acres,
Anderson, June 8.—Glen Gates, proThe fasting of a few days would
beautifies his front lawn is a public of his daughter, Crystal Krauss, by and valued at $2,676,295, was reported,
an^average of 51 bushels'an acre/and prietor of a cloak store In this city save many doctors' bills, and omitting
benefactor. He no doubt gets some poisoning, June 4, 1904, and Mrs.
valued at an average of 70 cents a caused considerable comment in local a meal occasionally would be a boon
satisfaction out of his effort and ex Krauss, in her cross-complaint, ac bushel
society cycles by applying for a di- to the tired stomach.
cused her husband of being an acces
pense, but every passer enjoys the re
One meal a day, and that at noon,
Clover
seed
brought
the
farmers
of
1
vorce from his wife, Lena Gates. Gates
sory and having knowledge of the
sult of his effort, and the whole neigh
i the state $4 901,797, a total of 1,080,740 alleges in the complaint that his wife has been found sufficient for many;
murder of his daughter.
borhood is benefited. When the effort
The jury exonerated Krauss from bushels having been raised on 763,605 has for several years been jealous of but a light breakfast and a light sup
extends to the back yard the number any part in the murder of his daugh- acres. The average selling price was 'he young women cler s w om e em- per, with a more substantial meal be- i
tween as the regular thing, and if too |
of individuals benefited Is not so great, ter, but found that he had condoned in excess of $4 a bushel.
j Ployed 111 his store an
a s e at
1
Fruit orchard statistics have been often
made
startling accusations much food is not taken, seems to be a
but perhaps the enjoyment by the the crime of his wife by showering!
t fl 3. II
against him in the presence of the good rule to live by.
smaller number Is more intense. N« presents on her when she was in jail compiled as follows:
There isn't a question but that we
Apple-2,550,745 bearing trees; 69,- i c'frks
customers of the store He
one enjoys a dirty hack yard, and and in prison, by his visits to her and I
eat
too much. If we could bear in quantity OT
alle
e
that
5 ®
°wmg to
s w e s Jeaevery person who sees one from a win by writing her letters showing his af- 390 acres; 546,819* bushels; crop Val-|
j
fection for her.
; ued at $391,237, an average of 71 cents ouay he has been compelled to dis mind the little jingle of
dow forms an unfavorable opinion oi
"Eat less, do more,
charge a number of the best clerks he
Attorney Hindman did not come to ! a bushel.
the householder who permits an un
Worry less, work more,"
could obtain. He said that Mrs. Gates
Marion to be heard in the case, send
Peach—865,472 hearing trees; 15,641
We should be healthier, happier and
sightly accumulation of misplaced mat
had
often
threatened
to
commit
suiing the written motion to dismiss the acres; 434,333 bushels; value, $413,705, '
eide and at one time even went so far more agreeable to live with.
ter in his environment. A clean or cross-complaint by Attorney Waltz of
an average of 95 cents a bushel. .
as to obtain poison which she kept
ornate front lawn is more common the opposing counsel. The costs of
Cherry—266,663 bearing trees; ^,373 about the house ready to produce
Most nourishing,
than a clean and ornate hack yard, the trial will amount to $800, most of
acres; 82,391 bushels, value of cnop, wken occasion demanded it
yet nothing will better repay effort which is against the plaintiff.
least expensive
$102,331, an average of $1.25 a bushel.
than a trim back yard. It can he made
Pear—261,344 bearing trees; 5,581
"Trouble" Captures Thief.
Dunkard Raps Lodges.
Packed in regular size packages, and in
to produce grass and flowers
instead
$1 1,650,
Wabash, June 8.—"Trouble," the
hermetically sealed tins for hot cli
Winona Lake, June 7.—Rev. I. B. acres; 266,984 bushels; va'
T.IO sets most for his money?
mates.
60
of tin cans, ash heaps and useless Trout
"*•
< ..Iv dog in Indiana constantly wearProbably the one whose
of
Pennsylvania, principal an average of 50 cents a
senses are in good work
wood, anrl the removal of household speaker 'at the national meeting of
Plum—173,176 bearing treat, 2.706 jng a deputy marshal's badge, a?d an
debris is a sanitary precaution as well the Dunkard church in session here acres; 60,085 bushels; vaiue, $151,305, honorary member4 of the police depart ing order, whose sensitive nature is at
tuned to the beauty and harmony of the
ment, is honored as the member of outer world, and who has time and in
as an esthetic demonstration.
this afternoon, took occasion to criti- an average of $2.50 a bushel,
Wabash force capturing a suspected clination to study things at first hand in What Prof. Shaw, the Well-Kncwn Agri
cize certain features of lodges. His
Indiana Postoffice Clubs Indorse En 1 burglar. A man who says his name is the open air."
culturist, Says About it:
was
"Secret
Societies."
141 would sooner raise cattle in Western
The wisdom of maintaining a dere subject
actment of Statute Regulating
George
Smith
of
Buffalo,
N.
Y.,
was
Canada than in the corn belt of
Toast a Favorite.
lict patrol along the Atlantic coast, Dunkard ministers occupied pulpits in
the United States. Feed
Labor—Frank E. Bennett Is
reported trying to enter residences.
is cheaper and climate
and of sending a derelict destroyer the nine churches of Warsaw, both
Toast is so universally liked and
better for the purpose.
Policemen Ublman and, Bidwell, with often so illy prepared that it behooves
President.
Your market will im
after wrecks that are reported at sea, morning and evening. Ottawa, Kan.,
prove faster than your
"Trouble,"
gave
chase.
Smith
es
us to study the process and learn to 1
is indorsed by the fact that the rev probably will be selected as the next
farmers will produce the
supplies. Wheat can be
caped
them,
but
was
finally
overtaken
Indianapolis.—The
state
conven
enue cutter Gresham has just towed place for holding the national conven
make it well.
grown up to the 60th par
allel. [800 miles north of
By drying the bread in the oven a
into Provincetown, Mass., that cap tion of the church. It is the plan to tion of the United National Associa by "Trouble," who held the man until
the international bound
ary], Your vacant land
sized hull of a vessel that has been hold a meeting in the far east one tion of Postoffice Clerks went on rec the police could arrive. Smith is In few moments (stale bread, not fresh),
il| be taken at a rate
beyond present concep
jail
awaiting
a
trial.
ord
as
favoring
the
enactment
of
a
drifting about the seas for the past year, then in the middle states and
to dissipate the moisture, then toast
tion. '
e have enough
"eoplo in the United
two years, a menace to sailing ships the third year in the west. St. Joseph, six-day-a-week, eight-hour-day law. A
ing over a clear fire
or gas until a
tates alone who want
Church
Elects
Officers.
laden with valuable cargoes, and to Mo., is making a strong bid for the copy of the resolutions will be sent to
golden brown, and crisp to the center,
to take up this land." Nearly
Laporte, June 8—The next meeting is what is called good digestible toast.
each member of the Indiana delega
steamers with heavy passenger lists.
next meeting.
of the Northern Indiana and Southern
tion in congress.
Brown Bread Toast.—Prepare a
will enter and make tlieir homes
in Western Canada this year.
The resolutions adopted by the con- | Michigan conference of the German cream sauce, using four tablespoonDisfigures Woman to Defeat Rivals.
A Chicago magistrate thinks that
1909 produced another large
crop of wheat, oats and barley,
Anderson, June 7.—"If I couldn't vention also conveyed the thanks of j Evangelical church will be held at fuls of butter and tbree of flour,
and
drunken men should not he arrested,
in addition to which the cattle
exports was an immense item.
but taken instead by policemen to their have her I didn't want any other fel the association to Senators Penrose Michigan Ctyy, adjournment here be- one cupful of rich milk. Season with
Cattle raising, dairying, mixed
low to have her, so I decided to mark and Burrows and Congressmen Mad- ing reached after the election of the salt and pour over the hot toasted
farming and grain growing in the
homes. Perhaps the next step in this
provinces of Manitoba, Saskat
her so no other fellow would want her, den, Wilson and Goebel for their ef- following officers: President, Rev. brown bread.
chewan and Alberta.
way of doing things will be to give
Free homestead and pre-empand then she would come to me. And forts in behalf of legislation the post- Paul ^rion, Michigan City; vice-presiMarigold Toast.—Arrange slices oi
tion areas, as well as lands held
autoists the right to exact damages I am not sorry I did it, either," was office clerks have sought in the past, dent, Rev. C. H. Spathelf, Owosso,
ai
by
and land companies, will
. . . .railway
. llway
...
bard cooked eggs in the form of petals
provide homes for millions.
from people they run down, on the the explanation given by Arthur Good- Thanks were expressed to the Rev. Mich.; secretary, Rev. Geisen, Obel- on cream toast with a bit of the riced
Adaptable soil, healthful cli
mate, splendid schools and
ground of the trouble and loss of time child, a wire mill employe, for the G. W. Grannis of New York city for sea, Mich.; treasurer, Philip Eichhorn, egg in the center of each, to make
churches, and good railways.
For settlers' rates, descriptive
which such collisions with pedestrians murderous assault he made with a his efforts for a discontinuance of ! Port Huron, Mich.
the flower.
literature "Last Best West," how
to reach the country and other par
' entail.
razor on Mrs. Bertha Medara as she Sunday work for the postoffice clerks.
ticulars, write to Sup't of Immi
Some Ways of Using Beets.
gration, Ottawa, Canada, or to the
Bars Saloons Two Years.
came out of a stairway from a dance Another resolution expressed sym
Canadian Government Agent.
There is no green more wholesome
Richmond, June 8.—As a result of
Professor Laughlin proposes to es hall. Mrs. Medara, who a few weeks pathy to the widow of the late Repre
W. II. Rogers, 8rd floor Traction Termi
nal BIdg., Indianapolis, Ind.; H. M.
tablish a new aristocracy of the simple ago was divorced from her husband, sentative Overstreet. Provision was a majority of eight on the remon than the green tops of young beets.
Williams, Room -0 Law BIdg., Toledo, O.
Cook
them
as
you
would
any
grefcns,
(U se a (1 dre fis nea rest y oiOj_(2jl
life. Every man can start an aristoc had been keeping company with Good- made for the appointment of a corn- strance filed with the county commiswith
a
hit
of
pork
or
bacon,
drain
and
racy of that sort on his own account, child, and he alleges that she in mittee by t-he president to boost the sioners, they entered an order barring chop, serving garnished with
hard
interests of
the
Mutual Benefit saloons from Jefferson township and
hut the trouble is that it is caviar' to formed him that she did not care tc
auxiliary.
HagerStoyn for two years. Considera- cooked eggs, or plain. In the vege
go with him any more.
the general, because in the nature of
table garden the young beets always
The following new officers were ; tion of- the remonstrance f10™ Cam
the case it cannot support a press
elected:
' bridge City and Jackson township was need thinning out, so that Is a good
Preacher Leaves Suddenly.
$5, $4, $3.50, $3, $2.50 & $2
agent.
Sheibyville, June 7.—Rev. 3. M.
President—Frank E. Bennett, In- delayed for some days on petition of time to enjoy a dish of greens.

There's more strength
in a bowl of

Quaker Oats
the same
the same
value of any other
food you can eat.
in

®ESIE1I CANADA

,000 Americans

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES

King Albert, the new sovereign of
the Belgians, is a progressive monarch.
One of the ways in which this is indi
cated is his approval of the plan for
assuring reforms in the Congo region
and opening the door for commerce in
that direction.
It's a good scheme to make each
head of a household his own census
maker, because the probabilities are
that he can put down an approximate
estimate of his wife's age without cre
ating a painful scene.

Hawthorne, pastor of the Gwynnville
Christian church, has been missing
and his present whereabouts, is un
known. A letter was received a few
days ago stating that he would never
again be seen in Gwynnville and that
he had forsaken the ministry. He
stated that he was writing the letter
in Chicago, and that when it was re
ceived he would be many miles away
from the "Windy city, going to seek a
new locality. He went to Gwynnville
from Anderson the first of the year.

Alumni Proposes Home.
Noblesville, June1 7.—At the annual
meeting of
the Noblesville
High
Music is reported to make the hum School Alumni association S. O. Levinhie hen lay more prollfically. A little son of Chicago, a graduate of the local
investigation into the relative merits school, proposed to contribute $1,500
toward the erection of a gymnasium
oi Wagner or ragtime in the entertain
and library in this cltv providing the
ment of the fowl might be of value.
members of the alumni would raise
$2,000 in five years. The proposition
Four poor children, the oldest 11
was favorably received and a commit
years of age, were arrested in Cleve tee, consisting of Norman Behr, Frank
land for stealing a doll from a store Lacy, Benjamin Christian and N. C.
:Its owner must have thought a lot Neal was appointed to give this mat
icf that doll.
ter its attention.
Two New York boys also have suc
ceeded in turning dohble back somer
saults. Surely the uplift of the stage
Is at hand!
Kaiser Wilhelm's sixth son is to join
the navy. Wilhelm ought to hav
saved one for the airship float.

New Playground Assured.
Evansville, June 7.—The city play
ground commission has agreed with L.
A. Daus and J. W. Gleich on a pur
chase price of $10,000 for their twoacre tract lying on the river front
above Sunset park and will take it
over immediately to convert Into a
playground.

dianapolis
First vice-president—E. D. Wood
ley, Kendallville.
Second vice-president—A. H. Per
ring, Bloomington.
Secretary—A.
W.
Murphy,
Lafayette.
Treasurer—A. C. Davis, Kokomo.
Chairman of the grievance commit
tee—L. S. Buzzard, Huntington.
Delegate to the national conven
tion, Saratoga, N. Y., September 5 to
11—L. C. Nieworhner.
D. W. Goodrick, president of the
Indianapolis branch, called the meet
ing to order and introduced John E.
Shideler, assistant postmaster of In
dianapolis, who addressed the conventJon on th.e importance of the postoffice
clerks. work
He
spok@
for

the liquor men.
Former School Head Dies.
Rushville, June 8.—W. O. Headlee,
former county superintendent and re
cently editor of the Rushville Ameri
can, died at his home here after a
long illness. He was thirty-three years
old and is survived by the widow and
four children. Mr. Headlee resigned
his position as county superintendent
two years ago on account of ill health.

Blame W -JtYy For Death.
Rushville, June 8.—Worry over the
trouble which her husband had two
weeks ago is said to libve brought on
the disease whicli caused the death of
Mrs. Marshal Broft-n, sixty years old,
at her home at Fairview, north of
here. Her husband quarreled with
Postmaster Robert H. Bryson, who James Powell, a neighbor, and was
could not attend. W. A. Sharts of hit over the head with a spike.
Logansport, retiring president, took
the chair.
Editor Dies Under Train.
The credentials committee reported
Crawfordsville, June 8.—Frank Roy
fifty-one delegates present, represent- alty, editor of the Wingate News, was
ing twenty-nine offices. Letters of re-1 jnstautiy killed by a Clover Leaf train
gret were read from Senators Beve- : t Men0tt. He attempted to board
ridge and Shively and Congressmen the traln while it was in motion and
Cox, Korbly, Crumpacker and Barn wfcts thrown beneath the wheels, his
hart and Postmaster General Hitch body being cut in two.
cock, regretting that they could not
attend the convention. President, F.
Oil Explodes; Woman Dies.
T. Rogers of Chicago of the national
New Albany, June 8.—Mrs. James
organization and President F. P. Stallings, fifty-six
years old, was
Lorang, Detroit, of the Mutual Benefit jjU1"ned to death here by the explosion
auxiliary, also sent regrets at their ()f an oi) can while she was attemptinability to attend.
ing to kindle a fire.

*

Parsnips.
Springtime after the frosts are
gone, or the ground is soft enough
to dig them, these vegetables come
into the northern markets. The south
ern variety of parsnip is not generally
as good as the northern.
Cook until tender. Cut Into strips
and fry in butter until brown. Very
nice to serve with a beef roast.

THE STANDARD
FOR 30 YEARS.

Dandelion Salad.
Wash carefully one quart of white
dandelions, arrange in a salad bowl,
season with salt and pepper. Cut in
dice shaped pieces two ounces of ba
con, fry crisp and pour over the dan
delions. Heat two tablespoonfuls of
vinegar, afid add to the salad. A little
shredded onion adds a flavor liked by
many.

Boys'Shoes, $3,$2.50&$2
W. L. Douglas fniarantee
his name and price on r
Taka^o &ui>Mititnt«*.
fMt Ca/or,Eyelets.
Ask your dealer for W. L. Douglas shoes. If not
forsaleinyour town writefor MailOrderCatalog.showtng how to order by mail. Shoes ordered direct from
factory delivered free. W.L.Douglas. Brockton, Mass.

Apple and Celery Salad.
Apple, Celery and Nut Salad.—Chop
apples, celery, and mixed nuts of any
kind very fine.
Mix well together and
serve with whipped cream that is
sour, or mayonnaise dressing.

Japan Looking to the Future.
Japan is establishing a high tech
nological school In Port Arthur, and is
conducting investigations for the de
velopment of productive industries in
Manchuria, says the Taiyo, a Tokio
monthly.

Millions of men wear
W. L. Douglas shoes be
cause they are the low
est prices, quality con
sidered, in the world.
Made upon honor,of the
best leathers, by the
most skilled workmen,
in all the latest fashions.
W. L. Douglas $5.00
and $4.00 shoes equal
Custom Bench Work
costing $6.00 to $8.00.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
C»n quickly be overcome by

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable
—act surely and
gently on the
Ever. Cure
Biliousness,
Head
ache,
Dizzi
ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

Small Pill, Small Dose, Small Price.

GENUINE must bear signature:

t

; HW' -!'
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TIFT COMPLETES
HIS RATE VICTORY
President Brings Eastern Roads
Into New Agreement.
SENDS CONGRESS MESSAGE
Chief Executive Wants Provision to
Suspend Rates to Be Effective
at Passage of Railroad
Measure.
Washington, June 8.—President Taft
completed the administration's victory
in the rate case by bringing the east
ern roads into the agreement made
with the western trunk line commit
tee.
All Roads Are Pledged.
Every railroad in the country that
had announced or contemplated an in
crease in freight rates effective June
1 or afterward, is now pledged to
withdraw all increases that have been
filed, and withhold any new schedules
until the passage of the pending rail
road bill by congress. Thereafter all
increases in rates will have to stand
the test of reasonableness at the bar
of the interstate commerce commis
sion before becoming effective and
the burden of proof will be shifted
from the shipper to the railroad.
Sends Message to Congress.
To clinch the victory, the president
sent to congress a message recom
mending that the clause in the rail
road bill which allows sixty days to
intervene before the hill becomes op
erative, be amended in order that the
jurisdiction of the interstate com
merce commission over increased
rates shall become effective immedi
ately upon the signing of the measure.
As the railroads have agreed to with
hold contemplated increases only un
til the enactment of the new law, the
sixty-day provision would permit them,
after the bill is signed, to file
in
creases that would be outside of the
power of the commission to review in
advance. Hence the president recom
mends that the new law be made ef
fective at once as to rate-making.
AssurancJs have been given the
president that this recommendation
will be complied with.
Rate Bill in Conference.
The railroad bill was sent to con
ference by the narrow margin of six
votes in the house, and Senators
Elkins, Aldrich and Foster, in behalf
of the senate, and Representatives
Mann, Wanger and Adamson, in be
half of the house, were appointed as
conferees.
By a vote of 156 to 162 the house re^ jected the motion by Lenroot of Wis
consin to accept the senate amend
ments to the railroad bill and to make
the section affecting increases in rates
effective immediately on the approval
of the new law.

ORDERS CITY TO SEE CIRCUS

MISS DREXEL WEDS NOBLEMAN

REPLY

ON

MEDIATION

Gen. Estrada Appeals to Court Re
questing Influence to Obtain
President Madriz' Answer.

THREE GERMAN SOLDIERS ARE
KILLED—FIFTEEN HURT.

Bride Obtains Ancient Title With All
Its Debts—Father Has Fortune
of $30,000,000.

Whole Company of Infantry Hurled to
Ground by Bolt From the
Heavens.

London, June 8.—Another interna
tional romance having for its princi
pals the proverbial American heiress
arid the penniless nobleman, culmi
nated here today when Margaretta
Drexel, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony J. Drexel, became the wife
of Viscount Maidstone, eldest son of
the earl of Winchelsea and Notting
ham. The ceremony was performed in
St.
Margaret's, . Westminster, the
church attached to the house of par
liament, by the bishop of London, and
was the most fashionable wedding of
the present season.
Among the wedding presents was a
handsome automobile, the gift cif Miss
Drexel's father, in which the young
couple will tour the continent on their
honeymoon.
While Miss Drexel has obtained an
ancient title and all the debts that
go with it, the viscount has married
the most sought after American heir
ess in years. Her father, Anthony J.
Drexel, is the head of the famous
Philadelphia banking house of that
name, and his fortune is estimated
at $30,000,000. This will undoubted
ly be divided between his son, An
thony J. Drexel, Jr., the husband of
Marjorie Gould, and Miss Drexel. Be
sides this, the young bride has a for
tune of her own left her by her grand
father.

Dresden, Saxony, June 8.—Lightning
struck an infantry regiment that was
marching into the German camp here.
A whole company was hurled to the
ground.
Three soldiers were killed and 15
others were seriously injured.

NURSERYMEN ARE IN DENVER
Convention of the American Associa
tion Attracts Great Crowd to the
Colorado City.
Denver, Col., June 8.—The Brown
Palace hotel is thronged with nursery
men from all parts of the country for
the thirty-fifth annual convention of
their national association opened there
today.
Denver citizens have made
great preparations to entertain the
visitors, and Col. J. S. Irby told about
these plans in his address of wel
come. Capt. C. L. Watrous of Des
Moines, la., responded, after which
the convention listened to the presi
dent's address by F. H. Stannard of
Ottawa, Kan., and the reports of the
other officers. At the afternoon ses
sion papers were read by J. B. Morey
of Dansville, N. Y., W. L. Howard of
the Missouri state board of agricul
ture, H. W. Marshall of Arlington,
Neb., G. H. Whiting of Yankton, S. D.,
A. Willis of Ottawa, Kan., H. G. Wolff
of Denver, E. W. Kirlcpatrick of McKinney, Tex., and G. C. Roeding of
Fresno, Cal.

YUKON NAVIGATION IS OPEN
Ice on River Has Broken and the Con
gestion at Skagway and White
Horse Will Cease.

SAVES

MILLION

FOR

CITY

Water Department Official Praised by
Mayor Gaynor for Showing
Since January 1.

New York, June 8.—Reforms insti
tuted in the New York water depart
ment since January 1 have resulted in
an increased revenue of $1,280,000 for
the flwst five months of the year, ac
cording to a report just made public.
"I am well aware that the increase
is not the result of accident," says
Mayor Gaynor, in responding to his
water commissioner's report. "Hon
esty and fidelity in the public service
is not always appreciatetd, hut I hope
that the intelligent citizens of New
American Institute of Banking.
York are taking note of it in your
Chattanooga, Tenn., June 8.—With department."
a welcoming address by Mayor Thomp
son the convention of the American
Institute of Banking began here to WINS MRS. LEITER'S SISTER
day. President N. D. Ailing of New
York city was in the chair and he and German Baron Reported Engaged to
Marry Dorothy Williams of
the other officers made their reports.
Washington.
An interesting talk was made by Mr.
Burns, the famous detective.
After
Washington, June 8;—Another inter
luncheon the visitors were taken by
national marriage in Wasnington is
automobile to Missionary Ridge, and
promised. It Is reported that a be
the evening will be spent at the Coun
trothal exists between Baron Hardentry club. Tomorrow night the Chap croeck of the German embassy and
man prize contest will be held, and
Miss Dorothy Williams, daughter of
Friday evening there will be a trip up
Colonel and Mrs. Williams, and sis
Lookout mountain.
ter of Mrs. Joseph Leiter.
Washington, June 8.—General Estra
da, the Nicaraguan insurgent chief,
has appealed to the Cartago court of
justice, asking its influence to obtain
from President Madriz a reply to his
offer of March 14 last, proposing that
the United States mediate between
the two, and that an election be held
for president, at which neither Estra
da nor Mad. '.z shall be candidates.

!

Drinks Fatal Potion.
Atlantic, la., June 8.—H. H. Morton,
a traveling salesman for an Omaha
grocery firm, was served formaldehyde
by mistake for mineral water in a
drug store at that place, and died im
mediately.
Blows Man's Head Off.
Asbury Park, N. J., June 8.—David
Katz, a Hebrew, aged thirty-three
was instantly killed here when a soda
water tank he was recharging in his
store exploded and blew his head off.

LIGHTNING HITS A REGIMENT

AMERICAN HEIRESS IS MARRIED
TO VISCOUNT MAIDSTONE.

Seattle, Wash., June 8.—Private
Salem (Mass.) Mayor Issues Proclama cable advices received from Skagway
say that the ice on Lake Labarge has
tion Ordering Citizens to Turn
broken up, thus opening navigation
Out to View Parade.
throughout the entire course of the
Salem, Mass., June 8.—Arthur How Yukon river.
Every accommodation at Skagway
ard, mayor of Salem, issued a proc
lamation demanding that the town and at White Horse has been taken by
turn out to view a circus parade. passengers awaiting the opening of
Through his efforts the school board navigation and the general exodus
ordered the schools closed so that the from the two places that will follow
Within the next ten days will greatly
children might view the procession.
In his proclamation he said: % relieve the congestion.
Many of the people who have been
therefore, command that every man,
woman and child shall assemble in the waiting at Skagway and White Horse
streets for the purpose of viewing the are on their way to the new Iditarod
circus parade. No excuse for non- gold fields, in the lower reaches of the
attendance of children will be accept Yukon, in western Alaska.
ed."

ASK

THE OLD HIDING PLACE IS NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE
SINCE SISTER BECAME A JUNE BRIDE

More Trouble for C. H. C. Jordan.
Kansas City, Mo., June 8.-—Chessing
Hatred Chase Jordan, who gained pub
licity through administering "yarbs"
to the Swope family, must face an
other charge of practising medicine
without a license.
Kills Himself at Ball Game.
Greenport, L., I., June. 8.—Walter
A. Fitch of California, killed himself
here. He was sitting on a fence watch
ing a ball game when he fired a shoi
into his right temple.

ON WAY UP MOUNT M'KINLEY
Exploration Parties Report Progress
Over Route of Ascent Claimed
by Dr. Cook.

CHARGES FILED
AGAINST LOHIMEH
Senator Cullom Presents Me
morial to U. S. Senate.
FORMS

BASIS

FOR

ACTION

Trial of Representative Browne, Ac
cused of Bribery, Is Begun at
Chicago—Gives New Bond
for $15,000.

! BASEBALL RESULTS
Standing of Clubs.
N ATIONAL. LEAGUE.
Clubs.
Won. Lost. Per ct.
Chicago
25
15
.625
New York
[.26
16
.619
Pittsburg
19
18
.514
Cincinnati
.20
19
.513
St. Louis
21
.488
22
Brooklyn
'.'.'.'.'.20
.465
23
Philadelphia
16
.421
22
Boston
15
.357
27
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New York
27
11
.711
Philadelphia
26
13
.667
Detroit
* *28
16
Boston
...'..'.'.'.'.'.'.22
18
.550
Cleveland
16
1.9
.457
Washington
[[[[[[[[17
25
.405
Chicago
13
23
.351
St. Louis
[[[ $
.200
32
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Minneapolis
33
.673
St. Paul
32
.653
Toledo
29
.592
Indianapolis
[.22
.449
Columbus
22
.449
Kansas City
.[.[[.18
.409
Milwaukee
18
.391
Louisville
18
31
.367
THREE "I" LEAGUE.
Springfield
20
10
.667
Waterloo
20
16
.556
Rock., Island
17
15
.531
Davenport
17
15
.531
Peoria
17
15
.531
Bloomington
17
-,e
.515
Dubuque
13
.371
Danville
[[[ 9
.3C0
21
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Sioux City
22
18
.£50
Wichita
22
19
.537
•enver
23
.535
St. Joseph
[20
18
.526
OmaKv
20
.476
De.v Mftnes
20
.465
Lii'icoi;
19
.463
T 'Pelw.
16
.444
20

Washington, June 8.—-Senator Cul
lom laid before the senate a memorial
prepared by the Legislative Voters'
league of Chicago embodying formal
charges against Senator William Lorimer.
Senator Cullom offered the memorial
without comment and it was read
only in part and referred without com
ment to the committee on privileges
and elections.
Quotes Legislators' Confessions.
The league's memorial is a long
document, embodying the confessions,
of White and Holstlaw, that they wen
bribed to vote for Lorimer; the bri
bery indictment against Lee O'Neil
its of Tuesday's Games.
Browne, and otherwise summarizes
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
the allegations heretofore published ^
£'*lia> 1 • Chicago, 0.
1, Pittsburg, 3.
as affecting Lorimer's election.
,.
'10; Cincinnati. 0.
This
memorial
places
forma
New York, 4: St. Louis, 5.
charges before the committee and is
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
a basis of action which the senate has
Chicago, C; Boston 7 (thirteen innings).
not had before.
New York, 4; St. Louis, 0.
Detroit, 4; Washington, 2.
Browne's Trial Is Begun.
Cleveland, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
Chicago, June 8.—The trial of Rep
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
resentative Lee O'Neil Browne, ac
I/ouisvilie-Milwaukee, postponed; rain.
Columbus, 6; Kansas City, 4.
cused of bribery in the Lorimer elec
Indianapolis, 3; Minneapolis, 6.
tion scandal, was begun before Judge
Toledo. 1; St. Paul, 5.
McSurely in the criminal court when
THREE "I" LEAGUE.
the first few of the special venire of
Davenport, 2; Bloomington, 1.
100 men was examined.
Waterloo. 5; Peoria, S (eleven innings).
Dubuque. 2; Springfield 4 (thirteen in
This was not done until attorneys
nings).
for tlfla defense had madfe every ef
Rock Island, 1; Danville,v 0.
fort possible to procure a postpone
WISCONSIN-ILLINOIS LEAGUE.
ment.
Appleton. 5; Oshkosh, 1.
Aurora, 2; Madison, 3.
A motion to have the prisoner dis
charged first was made and when this __Racine, 5; Rockford, 7.
Green Bay, 0; Fond du Lac, 2.
was overruled a motion to continue
WESTERN LEAGUE.
the case until June 20 was offered.
Lincoln, 2; Omaha, 9.
This also was overruled by Judge Mc
Des Moines, 7; Sioux City, 1.
St. Joseph, 7; Denver, 2.
Surely and a unique motion which
Topeka-Wichita,
no game; rain.
would act to the end of having the
CENTRAL LEAGUE.
Browne case tried according to its
Grand Rapids, 5; Zanesville, 3.
number on the calendar was made,
Fort Wayne, 0; Evansville, 1.
and this, too, was refused.
South Bend, 3; Wheeling, 0.
Dayton, 1; Terre Haute, 3.
Gives New Bond of $15,000.
While the examination of the venire
men was on, Browne furnished a sec USE OF PIN COSTS MILLION
ond bond for $15,000 in the criminal
court. It was signed by a representa Psychical Society Unable to Get E«
tive of the Federal Union Surety com
tate Because Testator Pinned
pany.
Will Together.
Browne had surrendered on his
|
New
York,
June
8.—Surrogate
first bond in the criminal court and
his bond, given before Judge Scanlon, I Ketcham o£ Brooklyn has ruled that
. ..
— a will put together with a pin is void.
passed out of existence simultaneous
ly with Judge Scanlan's decision deny For this reason he has refused pro
ing the motion to appeal the writ of late for the will of Warren B. Field,
habeas corpus. Judge McSurely re a manufacturer of chewing gum and a
quired the defendant to furnish the student of psychical research.
Mr. Field died last March, leaving
new bond of $15,000.
nearly $1,000,000. The property was
to be invested as a trust fund, the in
w. D. CRUM MADE MINISTER come to go to the American Society
for Psychical Research. A $300 annu
Negro, First Appointed by Roosevelt, ity was left to a sister, his sole sur
viving relative.
Is Named for Post in Monro
via, Liberia.
Washington, June 8.—President Taft
nominated William D. Crum of South
Carolina to be minister resident and
consul general at Monrovia, Liberia.
Crum is the negro whose appointment
by Mr. Roosevelt as collector of the
port at Charleston, S. C., raised such
a storm of protest in the south.
South Dakota Bankers Meet.
Yankton, S. D„ June 8.—The South
Dakota Bankers' association is in ses
sion here today and the event has
brought to the city a large number
of financiers
and their families. Pre
liminary organization was effected this
afternoon, and in the evening there
will be receptions for both the mem
bers and the ladies. Tomorrow the
convention will be called to order by
President S. Drew1 in the opera house
and will he welcomed by Mayor E.
T. White. The speakers of the day
will be Frank S. Stratton of Deadwood, E. B. Soper, Jr., of Woonsocket,
W. F. McLane of Minneapolis, E. R.
Gurney of Fremont, Neb., and A. H.
Orvis of 1. ankton. The convention ad
journs on Friday.

Sewai/d, Alaska, June S.—Word has
been received here tram the ParkerBrown Mount McKinley expedition
saying that the party reached ChnMtna river, a tributary of the Susitna,
May 30. The New York Herald-Portland Oregonian expedition reached
Chulitna May 20.
Both parties are following the route
Doctor Cook claims to have taken.
The snow in the hiUs Ss deep and
the expeditions are being retarded by
the lateness of the seassKEL.

KILLED IN AN AfRSHfP TEST
Aviator Flies to Win D«1ptenra, hut
Plane Falls and H;e lis
Fatally KffirtL
Dunkirk, France, June 8s.—EJdcraard
Six was fatally injured through the
falling of his aeroplane from a height
of 80 feet. He was making a flight
in the effort to win an &VL2±MJZI diplo
ma from the Aero dub. Both arm«
and his nose were broken and he was
internally injured. Death resulted.
Texas Editors In C -orTverrtfon.
Stamford, Tex., Jane 8.—The Texas
Press association began its thfrty-first
annual meeting here today, and the
sessions will continue until Saturday.
Among the social features provided
for the newspaper men are an auto
mobile trip over the city and sur
rounding country, ending with an open
air banquet, and an excursion to the
town of Spur.

limy IS ROCKED

BE SEVERE QUE

Many Are Dead in Compartment
of Campania.
CALITRI IS HALF DESTROYED
Much Distress Is Seen—Thousands
Flee in Terror—20,000 Inhabitants
in Panic—People Run Naked
About Streets.
Avellino, Italy, June 8.—The prov
ince of Avellino bore the Drunt of a
severe earthquake that whs felt
througout southern Italy.
The dead are estimated from 35
to 50, and many are injured.
Distressing scenes were witnessed
as thousands fled in terror from their
hovels, some dying of fright.
Much damage was done to property,
but it is impossible to determine the
extent of the devastation.
In this city little harm was done,
and the only death reported was that
of an old man who died of fright. The
population, however,
was
terrorstricken.
Reports from villages throughout
the province are much more grave.
Twenty Killed at Calitri.
At Calitri, where 20 people are re
ported killed, the situation is distress
ing.
Ten persons are said to have met
death at San Sossio, where the sul
phur waters with which the district
is rich, were released from hounds by
the disturbance and flooded
the vi
cinity. From the flood noxious gases
arose.
At Chianche a house fell burying
and killing an aged man.
One person was killed and several
were injured at Castelbaronia.
Calabritto was badly damaged.
Squads of workmen together with
detachments of soldiers were dis
patched from this place to assist the
suffering villagers.
Thousands Flee in Terror.
It was in the darkest hour of the
morning when the shock was felt
here. The sleeping town was aroused

Like the Name Harriirran.
Middletown, N. Y, June 8.—A peti
tion has been sent to the postoffce
department asking that the name of
the village of Turner he changed to
Harriman in honor of the late E. H.
Harriman.

THE

MARKETS.

Grain, Provisions, Etc.
Chicago, June T.
FLOUR—Steady. Winter wheat, patent
jute, $E.0Q@6..10; straight jtrte, $4.7004.85;
clear jute, $4.0004.10: spring wheat, spe
cial brands, $6J5; Minnesota hard, patent
jute, $5.1005.20; Minnesota hard, straight,
export bags, $4.8004.90; first
clears, $3.80®
*10: second clears, $2.80@3.00; low grades,
$2.66@2.S0; rye flour,
white bbls, jute. $3.65
@3.70; dark, bbls., $3.50@3.60.
WHEAT—Strong. July,
Sep
tember. 9114092c.
CORN—Steady.
July,
$Sti@S9c: Sep
tember, 5914060c.
OATS—Lower. July, 37@3714e; Septem
ber, 35%®SSc.
BUTTER—Creamery, extras. 27c; price
to retail dealers, 2914c; prints,
ex
tra firsts,
2614c; firsts,
23y2c; seconds. ZB&ct
dairies, extras, 26c: firsts, 24c; seconds,.
23c; ladles, No. 1. 2214c; packing. 2114c.
EGGS—Miscellaneous
lots,
eases fncluded, 1501614c; cases returned. M@TOc;
ordinary firsts,
16c; firsts, 1714c; prime
firsts,
1814c; extra, 2114c; No. 1 dirties, 15c;
checks. 14c.

King of Italy.

by the shaking of walls, the rattling
of furniture and the railing of plaster
from the ceilings.
In a moment panic had seized the
20,000 inhabitants, who live in daily
fear of a seismic disaster.
Half-naked men, women and chil
dren fled from their homes screaming
with terror. They had in their minds
visions of Messina and the horror of
Reggio.
The authorities kept their heads, but
POTATOES—Choice to fancy, 2402B&; they could not stay the mad rush for
fair to
good, 22023c.
New
Potatoes- the squares and open districts outside
Choice to fancy, $1.05@L10; fair to good,
the city.
96c@$1.00.
Wild Confusion Prevails.
LIVE POUT,TRY—Turkeys, per IB.. ITe;
ehickens, fowls, 1714c; broilers, 2503Qc;
The
wildest confusion prevailed and
roosters. 1114c; geese, 10c; ducks,. Inc.
the frightened ones could not be rea
soned with; could not be stopped. In
New York, Jrme t.
WHEAT—Irregular with qufet trade; the squares hundreds threw them
No. 1 Duluth, $1.12; No. 2 red, $L08%; No. selves upon their faces and implored
2 hard. $1.0514; No. 1 macaroni, 88c; No. 1 the mercy of the Almighty.
Manitoba, 99>4e; July, $1.0114; September,
Then the religious fervor found ex
97%c; December, 88c.
CORN—Weaker
but
dull;
steamer pression in half-organized processions
mixed, nominal; No. 2, 6514c; No. 2 mixed, to the shrine of St. Andrew's, the pro
nominal, 6614c; July, 6714c; September, tector of the town.
6714c: December, 65c.
After several hours of frantic en
RYE—Dull; nominal. 5414c.
OATS—Weak; slow demand;
No.
2 treaty the authorities succeeded in re
white, 44@44%c: No. 3 white. C@4314c; establishing a semblance of calm and
No. 4 white, 4204214c; natural and clipped relief squads were organized.
white, 42047c.
It was then found that no one had
East Buffalo, N. Y., June Z .
been killed, though one aged man had
CATTLE—Market steady; prime steers, died during the excitement.
Many
$8.S@8.60; butcher grades, $4..00@8J50.
SHEEP AND LAMBS—Slow; Iambs, 25e houses were damaged, as were bel
lower; sheep, steady; choice Iambs, $8,000 fries of the churches.
8.25; cull to fair, $6.5007.90; yearlings, $8.00
As is usually the case, the inhabi
@6.50; sheep, $4.0005.73.
tants refused to re-enter their homes,
HOGS—Active
and
higher;
Yorkers,
$8.7009.75; pigs, $9.80; mixed; $8.70; heavies, fearing that another quake would oc
HOLDS UP HEAD WITH HANDS $9.6&fi'S.70;
cur.
roughs, $S.60@8_T0; stags, $7.
7.90.
Throughout the day the police were
Pittsburg Man Shows Nerve After
busy bringing together the scattered
Live
Stock.
Meeling With Accident—Doctors
members of families and reassuring
Chicago, June 7.
Say He May Live.
the frightened ones.
CATTLE—Good to choice beeves, $7,850
Word that the king and queen were
fair to good beeves, $8.2507.85.; com
Pittsburg, Pa., June 8.—With his S.70;
mon to fair beeves, $5.2506.25; distillery en route here on a special train served
neck broken and supporting his head steers, $7.5Q@8.35; common to fancy year to afford new courage to the people
with both hands to keep it ff-om fall lings. $6.75@S.OO; good to choice beef eoire, and had a good effect in restoring
ing limp onto his shoulder, Eimer $4.7506.50; medium to good beef cows, $4.00 order.
Inferior killers. $3,754x4.75; common
Grove, twenty-five years old, walked @4.75;
to good cutters, $5.0004.00; inferior to good
Many Buried in Debris.
home with the assistance of two com canners, $2.5003.00; good beef heifers, $5.00
Naples,
June 8.—The province of
panions, after he had fallen from a @6.75; butcher bulls, $5.0006.25; bologna
street car. When taken to a hospital bulls, $4.5005.10; Conner bulla, $2.51002.25; Campania in southern Italy was
calves, $4.5008.90.
shaken by an earthquake.
later the physician said the man might
HOGS—Good to prime heavy, $3.3009.45;
Telegraph wires were torn down
live, although the spinal column was good to prime medium-weight butchers,
and communication with the stricken
broken near the base of the skull.
$9.35@9.45; fair to good mixed, $9.3009.35;
district was broken.
common to good light mixed, $9.2&@9.30;
fair to fancy light, $9.3009.45; pigs, '90 to
The heaviest fatalities occurred at
King's Pallbearers Get Medals
140 lbs., $S.90@9.10.
Calitri. Other deaths occurred at Va
London, June 8.-King George 'has
luta nearby, and it is feared that fa
Omaha, Neb., Juno 7.
decorated the sailors who carried the
CATTLE—Native steers, $5.5008.10; cows talities will be reported from other
body of his father through Windsor.
and heifers. $3.5006.75; western steers,
He gave every man a medal of the $3.5007.00: Texas steers, $3.0006.00; cows villages which for a time are cut off
from communication with this city.
Royal Victorian Order.
and heifers, $3.0G@5.75; canners. $2.7304.23;
Troops were dispatched from all
stackers and feeders, $3.5006.25; calves,
quarters into the stricken district as
$4.00@7.50; bulls, stags, etc.," $3.75@5.75.
John D. Has New Grandson.
soon as the loss of life and property
HOGS—Heavy'. $8.9509.09; mixed, $S.95@
New York, June 8.—A second son 9.00;
light, $9.0009.05; pigs, $S.00@9.CI0; bulk
damage became known to the govern
has been horn to Mr. and Mrs John of sales, $8.071409.00.
ment and the officials of nearby cities.
D. Rockefeller, Jr., at Pocantieo Hills.
S H E E P — Yearlings, $5.7506.25; wethers.
The stricken district is directly
$5.0005.75, ewes, $4.7505.2$; lambs, $6,760
Mother and child are doing well.
east of Naples.
V
Y.i1,

T

The Upland Enterprise
K. K. DEEREN, Editor.

the Farmers
To Raise Wheat

1

.00 a Year in Advance.
Entered in the Post, Office at Upland, Indiana*
May 211 1909 as second class mail matter.

and another providing that officers of

of/at the January meeting. The pres

ing is held, and usually this meeting
The committee which was appoint
ed to aid in distributing the literature

Surely there will be general agree

nated, unreasonable noise abated and
the celebration restricted to a single
day beginning no earlier than sun
rise.

In this day and generation we

ought to have progressed beyond the
old, barbarous notion that it is neces
sary to "raise bedlam"—and to pro
long the clamor—in order to observe

7Cc

The Yield Per Acre in This Country Thompson, Kokomo; Bennett_ Taylor,
Lafayette, ; and Frederick Kennedy,
Is Much Shialler Than It is in

Call and see our

PAPERS ARE RE

fine
• ; line
» .> of China
.,
ovare. ,e£ all kinds,

The Indiana Grain Dealers' Associa

MARKABLY ACCURATE

crease the wheat yield in Indiana

/

Are now in. SEE
< THEM

£>•

signal success in strange fields-—wl* gj|ne bushel an acre vKmld mean a to/:••?. . .

.

,1

4-1, I a

commence to boast that we knew it tal increase in tfie income from this
source of $2,500,000.
was in him, all the time.

The wheat-growing industry is ret .•

.• •

•

'•

. -

•£

And the Merchant Who Believes in It ceiving attention in a number of
Can Always Undersell Slow

states. Nearly all of the states where

Competitors.

this grain Is 'produced have an un

A man who has to earn his living usually low yield.
from one hour's work each, day would beats Indiana;,^",-'
have to charge more per hour than
Several samples

Only Nebraska
'
of

wheat

were

the man who worked eight hours a brought to the grain dealer's conven
day. Reckoning time and services as tion.

These were examined by Pro

a commodity, the man who sells but fessor Christie, but he could not find
than the man who sells eight hours a had been at work on them. Some of
day.

the samples, it was evident, had been

Plain and obvious, of course.

battered around pretty badly by high

And yet no more plain and obvious winds.

Professor Christie says he

than that the merchant who makes has received reports from some coun
one

sale

while

another

merchant ties of the state, Hamilton county for

makes eight sales is compelled to one, that the wheat joint worm has
make a larger per-sale profit than his been at work.
competitor.

These reports, how

The people who tell you ever have not been general, and Pro

that if a merchant advertises his cus

fessor Christie has no information on

tomers have to pay for it, overlook which he could make an estimate as
entirely

the

controlling

economic to the damage that may be done this

principle of volume of business.
If you cast your lot with the mer

year by this enemy of the wheat.

chant who advertises you will have the present unseasonably cold weath
practical assurance of cost produc er is not doing the wheat any great
tion.

You will be one of the eight harm, and is probably damaging the'

hours to divide the burden of his pro corn crop more than any other.
fits Instead of carrying it alone.

It

is bad growing weather for the corn.
There promises to be"S banner yield

The petition presented before
the Town Board Monday night
by W, O. Peelle, E. N. Swarts
and Emma 8warts, asking that
their lands be thrown out of the
corporation of Upland, was laid
over until the next meeting.

of oats, as the weather is excellent"
for this crop.

The acreage of oats

this year is large.

Everitte

being the one, relating to, the distribu;

A -.1

rj>Fit Gu&rauteed

<•

'

j:

hi ;!.Ai r,

*

1

xtaii

..

>• and courteous treatment
'GAME, OYSTER^ AND. PSHIN .SEASON
Call 94; and tell us what you waiit

DONELSON & M0DER1CK

t:':; i"

; ;

•

»

p i c k e r sO N
MARVELOUS DISCOVERIES

fkl

mark' the 'wondhrful pfogrCks of the
age.

•

on heavy machingsf,
» »a
• ' f *«.
telegrams without wires, terrible w;ar

Air flights

•i'V-'.

5

t

inventions to kill men, and that won-

by coughs; coldS,

Successors to Loy &Xo. will continue in
the Meat business iat the old stand ready
to serve tlie people their wants,: Call in.

lagrippe , asthma,

I.•>

croup, 'bronchitis,' hemorrhage,, hay
fever and hooping cough" or , lung
• . •'>
. ...
trouble. For all bronchial affections
•f

-

Suttoh A Go,

der of wonders, Dr. Kings New Dis
. -S;
covery, -to. save, life -when threatened'

.

it has no equal. It relieves instantly.
It's the surest cure. James M. Rlack
•»f Ashville, N. C., R. R. No. 4, writes
it cured him . of ;an. .obstinate bough
after all • other- remedies. had failed.
50c and $1.00. Trial botle free. Guar
anteed by

T- M. Smith & Co

| Johnston Mowers ]
[ New Fremont Cultivators i
s
5
Disc and Split
Tooth Harrows
J, And all Seasonable;koods at

• : lAWYER:::

Reasonable Pirices. I

j T. W. WILLIAMS I

' JUSTICE OFTHE PEACE .

Succeed when everything else {fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AMD
STOMACH TROUBLE

it is the best medicine • gver sold
over a druggist's counter.

W
wniDRJfmGSl
NEWDlSCOVEItf
s'llthe'coug h

ArcPOJStETHElAlllCS

Brown has purchased |

Buy your bread of Sargent the

baker,
•toi.ASfc ,-A."

*

Phone 52.

•y. Garments

The U. B. ladies are cleaning
the church this week.
Some
forty yards of new carpet will be
put down and the sanctuary
placed£in a very pleasing con'd'U
tion.
Last Monday night the Town
Board elected John D. Bell a
member of the school board; to.
'succeed V. B. Korner, resigned

Several resolutions were adopted by a new motorcycle.
the grain dealers, the most important

»

Afniv rlnolin rrc
patronage,
assuring you fair
dealings

Lipe of
, ,
= Ladies Made-to-Me^sure"

Word received from Geo. Stout
located at Ambrose, N. D., says
that there is four inches 'of :snow
on the ground, and that'George
Stout—his uncle—deft the same
day for home.
Mr, .Stout and
wife hope to soon join their son.
Claude, who is located near Am
brose.
Lee Teeter met with a painfu
accident at the Sturgeon plain
ing mill Monday. His finger
slipped into -a-cutoff saw and
that member was badly lacerated
necessitating the attention of £
doctor.

It was reported at the meeting that

,

See Ottr Sample

Pleasant Surprise
• Mrs. Belle Speakman was! pleas
ingly helped to celebrate her; for
ty-seventh birthday Monday' eve
ning, the result of ''a' splendid
surprise. William Fuller and
Winnie Ross entertained j. the
company with music,, after which
a luncheon of ice cream and pake
was served.
Mrs. Spearman
was the recipient of several juseful and handsome presents,'also
a number of beautiful post cards.
Those present were: Mrs, Jane
Garter and grandaughter Belle
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Jerd Speak
man, aud two sons Herman and
Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Ross,
Miss Edith Ross, Mrs. Robert
McOreight. Messrs. Jep, W-in and
Homer Ross,Miss Orda McGreigllt
Mr. Web Ballinger, Mrs. George
Mote and daughters Opal and
Louise, Mr. W. Fuller and Mr.
Thomas Perry.

one hour a day of his time must make evidence that any damaging insect

•

solicited;

With a complete line -of choice meats
'and feSjpCctfully Isolfeita shareof^your , .

;

|6. $150?,;,'$IOF'^;'"
^
. - .Skirts $5. $5.50,
jrjy $6.50, $7.50

genitis and brain fever, The
president returns a larger figure than age
ever before, for while he had the foL .tv^tx-^isld._hMh^„aa.,acr.q^apd„Jh£ family has the sympathy .Af fthe

that an increase in the yield of
the neighborhood leaves and wins :: out
"

,

Jackets $5. $5.50,

Singularly, this interest attaches the average Indiana, yi^MLf^bre tban G. Bugher died Friday inoning
even in the case of people who are ten bushels to the kttees® 'For/the last at 2 o'clock after an illnets -of
. .. v,.i» i.
not interested in politics. The former tw enty-years there has-fee'en..nn .aver several weeks consisting of men-

has been indorsed and emphasized by five bushels on tfie acre. About 2,Hoi the Wheat'
acres
all Europe we feel more sure of our y500,000
.a
-y ,« \ ? •*
groWitig 'industAih' Indiana' each
ground.
It's much like when a bright boy in year, and Professor Christie, points

DRAflNG," TRANSFER
and moving. Your trade

> We Are

Dorothy Bugher, the five year
ances on American politics goes with cultivation, t^e. .Purdue....experiment
station has fou^d
egs^. to, increase old daugnter of Mr and Mrs A."
out saying.

erous in our national estimate of lief that it will be easy enough to .in
Roosevelt. But now that our opinion crease the average yield in Indiana

^ Charles Cox,.

1

It will not be very much longer now is thirty-four .bushels an acre, and. in building up a reputation, that may be
until Colonel Roosevelt will return Germany twenty-seven bushels."
wrecked in a moment. The .world is
By"
proper
fertilization
and
rotation
from his pilgrimage, and that keen in
a harsh critic and exacting to a fault.
terest will attach to his first utter of crops and improved methods of

there and now and then a fear that growing sections of the state.
Professo^hristle^i^es t^e .beperhaps, after all, we were too gen

Calls 'Answered Promptly

Q.C. Bowers & Co.

meeting of the association, when a er who detects a mispelled word or
committee was appointed to co-oper a letter Upside down feels that his
independence. Especially should the
ate with a like committee from the mission on earth is not accomplished
parents of small children lend the
Indiana Miller's Association to print uitil he has ealled the attention of the
weight of their influence to the reand distribute circulars on wheat pro over-worked editor, to the glaring de
form campaign, for the holiday is
duction which have been prepared by fect. He does not notice the thou
fraught with menace to the peace of
the Purdue university experiment sands and tens of thousands that are
mind of every one of them. The in
station. The committees will attempt in place, or the multitude of words
dulgent father dislikes to refuse the
to raise $2,500 for this purpose.
correctly spelled, but his eagle eye is
plea of his young son for dangerous
Professor G. I." Christie, who ad glued on the one that is out-bf place.
explosives; yet how much better it it
dressed the Grain Dealers' Associa So it is with our good deeds. .Man does
to exercise one's mature judgment in
tion, expressed the belief that the a thousand good /deeds, and no atten
the matter than to run the risk of see
wheat yield in Indiana for the last tion is paid to them but if he. makes
ing the boy blinded or maimed for
five year's - has been 13.4 bushels an one mistake it is flashed all over the
life!—Providence Journal.
acre. In Great Britain the average world. A life time may be spent in

fitly the anniversary of our national

lowing of his country as no man has natural conditions there are no bet entire commnnity -in
ever had it before, there was'here atfd ter fbian;th<jy 'areju Jie ($t£rtybeat- a,vemeiit

PHONE. 20.

i.

Prices.

Steps in this direction were taken, at curacy required in a printing office,
the closing' session of the midsummer says an exchange. The average read

Corn 80c
' Rye 65c
- New wheat $1.00,-. •
Clover Seed" $5;50'-' Oats 39c

General Practitioner

and at reasonable*'

None but the initated know the ac

pMaiisoti

PAYS

Dr. Z1MMER

Shelbyville.

tion will join in the movement to in

if.

*-.j

on wheat growing consisted of O. J

Other Countries.

v,

| FOREST RQ3E FLOUR
The best on the. market

has a large attendance.

ing at the Beneficent Congregational WILL PUBLISH BULLETINS
FROM PURDUE UNIVERSITY
church on Sunday evening shows.

1 to 6 p. m.

13C

EGGS

so busy when the midsummer meet

Increased.

w

WE PAY . ^

made because the grain Inen are- not

progress in Providence, as the meet

that dangerous explosives be elimi

produce

meeting next June. This §hange Wis

This Cereal Can Be Greatly ,

Fourth of July is making substantial

ment with the mayor in his suggestion

YOUR COUNTRY

midsummer meetihg each year instead
ent officers "will hold over until the

The movement for a safe and sane

D r . G . ' W . ' ' d ' D'YEL
in Bhrik Building
Call'br come in for dates
' O f f i c ® 4 1 2 a .-miwfc.

the association shall be elected at the

Grain Dealers Show That Yield of

A REASONABLE FOURTH.

J.

tion of pamphlets on wheat growing

50*8**1.00
OLDS I*fcntrial
bottle tree
tcE

P AND ALLTHROAT AHD LUHGTRQUBLES
(GUARANTEEDSAT/SFACrORy
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

<

Is always rewarded, and the fact that we are
filling a large part;of the
,

PRESCRIPTIONS
this town goes to prove this statement
Youj-j^octpr will tell y.ou that our store is a
safe and reliable one, and that any wants
in the Drug, Prescription or Sundry Line
can be satisfactorily filled by us.
in

The Pople's Drugstore.
W. B. TEETER, Prop.

Beware Children Who Do Not LoTe
Their Toys—Drums Lead Boys
to Manly Traits.

An Extraordinary Assemblage of

"Don't trust a woman who has nev
er played with dolls.

That kind is

generally a suffragette.
"I am quite serious ahout this, be
cause dolls and drums are the kinder
garten of the school or life. The girl
who scorns hsr doll or the boy his
drum, will, later in life," be fbtmd
lacking in womanliness or manliness.
"I believe every woman interested
in politics preferred drums and rifles
to dolls when she was a little girl."
On this unique theory Miss Ann
Swainburne-Ditchhurn based her esti
mate . of men , and women in general
and the suffragette, in particular.
Miss Ditchburn is a grand niece of
• the English poet, Algernon Swinburn,
and a daughter of Judge Ditchburn, of
Bortland, Ore,

She is studying for

grand opera.
"If I am not a success as a singer—
oh, but I will be!

But if I am not,"

she said wistfully, "I'll go back to my
dolls and, and keep house for some
one.
"Dolls and drums are the kinder
garten of the school of life, and it is
through them that the boy develops
manly traits and' the future woman
her love for home and babies."

ters, of Bluffton, Mrs. Amanda Shedd
of Argus and Mrs. Whitson of Indian
with the great White Ribbon company
for Liverpool.

They will attend the

world's W. C. T. U. convention at
Glasgow, Scotland.

curred at Fairmount last Wednesday.
She was a loyal White Ribboner, her
for many years been corresponding
secretary of Grant county.
Mrs. Rena Smith of South Marion
Union

attended

Oxford, Ohio,

commencement

where her

at

lege for women.
Judge

Ben

juvenile

Lindsey,

court

the

judge

of Colorado,

gives an opinion on the cigarette that
ought to make people think.

I have

Excellent Quality Pongee Coat $9.95

Women's Lingerie Dresses $4.50

These come from a maker who was fortunate in
getting a large quantity of very good quality nat
ural pongee at an economy.
You can benefit by
our fortunate purchase.

Many of these are elaborately embroideried and
were bought by us at far: below their regular price

been in the juvenile court ten years
and in that time I have had to deal
with

thousands

and

thousands

of

boys who have disgraced themselves
and

their
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who

Half
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resource

Women's Coats $5.98

have

brought sorrow and misery in their

port and Bradford-, counting the dis- as a national

good, clean
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tance between Logansport and On healthy, well educated American boys
ward and beyond Horatio and all sid ought to be worth much more.

If

running you will stop for a moment and think
how many of them are annually ruin
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There is plenty of the so-called "CHEAP" apparel in the market, but most of it cheap in every
particular. An event like this where good quality goes hand in hand with low prices is another
matter. We made certain of QUALITY first—and prices was an after consideration.

famous

track in- operation between .Logans- purely economic point of view, and

tracks.'

QUALITY OUR FIRST CONSIDERATION

daughter,

Irma, graduated from the Oxford Col

a total of almost fifty miles of double worth $1,200 in this country. From a

temporary

For some strange reason the season has been backward, and manufacturers of fine garments have not been able to
bear the burden of materials bought, or carry large stocks of made-up garments on hand. Under these circumstances
a number of firms made offers of which we have availed ourselves. In the past few weeks we have been gathering the
best they could show—a small lot here, a large quantity there, all told there is represented the stocks of several makers

sister-in-law, Mi's. Nettie Ware, has

westbound trains on the Panhandle the trouble of these boys than the vile
placed in the service recently between cigarette habit.

as

To be Offered at ths Lowest Prices of the Season

The funeral of Mrs. Eva Dare oc

With the new running track for habit that is any more responsible for

ings .used

Suits, Coats, Dresses, Skirts, Etc.

apolis, sailed from Montreal, Canada

lives; and I do not know of any one

Onward and Bunker Hill there is now

Women's New and Finely Tailored

Mrs. Josephine Walmer and daugh

Of the. new. track laid about twenty ed and utterly destroyed by the sa
miles have been thrown into service loon and its influences, you will be

duTihg the last. six weeks, and the so appalled that you mus.t at least

Smartly tailored serges, broadcloths, covert
cloths, etc. An unusual opportunity to secure a
coat at unusually low prices.

Women's Pure Linen Suits $4.95
Present indications are that linen suits will be
more popular than ever this summer, if this is pos
sible. These are several dollars below their usual
cost and come in white or natural linen.

Modishly Tailored Linen Suits $7.50
Over production of a maker who has made a
noteworthy reputation for tailored linen suits.
Quite a selection of colors. It is very early in the
season to reap such an economy on linen suits, as
the usual jjrice is nearly twice as much.

Women's Lingerie Dresses $7.45
. A dozen styles in this beautiful collection; lace
and eyelet embroidery designs. Very evident that
these were made to sell at much more.

Women's Lingerie Dresses $9.95
Charming Dutch and high neck models of ela
borate all over embroidery; some tunic effects; in
white and colors.

Women's Silk Dresses $12.50
Styles of our own selection, therefore practical
and popular. Silk of the satisfactory kind; so sel
dom found in an underpriced sale.

Silk Dresses at $16.50
These will establish a new low priced record for
dresses of the kind these are.

Women's Cloth Suits $7.50
and $10.00
Serge and worsted in black, blue and fancy
shades. The styles are good, inclining toward the
plainer models. These will more than hold their
own with suits usually sold at twice their price.

30 Splendid Tailored Cloth Suits
At $14.95
In the entire collection of thirty suits there is
mostly one of a kind. The fabrics are beautiful:
workmanship is the best; styles are smart, but
quite conservative. Many colors.

20 Tailored Suits At $18.75
All these suits are man-tailored; they represent
the very best styles and quality. Better make
your selection early.

Seperate Skirts $5.95

Millinery

A special lot of Linen Coats bought from the
manufacturer at our own price. These coats are
remarkably good values.

So beautifully tailored that their making alone
would usually cost a-woman more than this price.
A seperate skirt demands unusual style, and each
of these are as good looking as a woman could
desire.
Other special values at $2.95 to $17.95

During this sale we are going to sacrifice our
entire milljnery stock.
Every hat is marked far
below the former price. This presents an excellent
opportunity for any one in need of a hat.

Hosiery

Muslin Underwear

Our assortment of Ladies' and Children's Hosiery
is complete. Excellent values the predominating
feature.

Our Muslin Underwear sale is still in force. We
are showing an exceedingly large line, and the
prices are a little lower than elsewhere.

Style Store Shirt Waists are always the most
popular. This season we have brought together a
superb collection, and during this sale we are
showing some extraordinary values, which we just
secured of an overstocked manufacturer.

Women's Linen Coats $2.75

Shirt Waists

next six weeks will see other stretches begin to appreciate the value of Pro
put ihto usage rapidly until the whole hibition as an economic policy.
*
* .
distance is in operation. All the steel
GOV. W. R. STUBBS.

This Sale Presents the Most Extraordinary Offerings

between Logansport and B. J. tower,

Kansas.

a distance of sixty miles, is laid and

The liquor sold In the saloons of

of Women's Apparel We tiave

Made This Season.

needs.only a little ballast until ready America reduce the earning capacity
for regular service.

of the men who drink it; takes away

Passenger trains will be operated great portions of what they have al

...MARION'S FASHION CENTER...

on the new track within the next two ready earned without returning them
months, according to the statement of substantial benefit or profitable pleas
Panhandle officials.

ure.

Predisposes

them

to

The Style Store

crime,

abridges their power to resist vice,
When you buy at a store where
sales are not stimulated to a large
volume each day by advertising, you
pay, on your purchases, an obviously
larger proportion of the store's neces
sary expenses.—Rochester Sentinel.
Announcement of the program for
the Monroe township commencement
exercises

was

made

Trustee A. A. Nesbit.

yesterday

by

The program

will be given at .2 o'clock on the af
ternoon of June 14 at Oak Chapel.
"Ready for all things," is the motto of
the class and the colors are lavender
and old gold, with the pink carnation
as the class flower.

The program:

Music—Orchestra.

and makes them callous to home and
family obligations.

Not even the sa

loon proprietor san deny that such

ing among the mass of saloon patrons.
reputable place in the community; it
is a bureau for information on vice, it
it the first

place one would enter to

inquire for a gambling hall or for
a disorderly house. It is likewise the
when looking for a criminal and the
first place closed in case of a riot or
disturbance.

Those who defend the

open saloon do it on the ground that
it is a necessary evil, and that the use

Music—Orchestra.

license

than

by

prohibition, it

saloon is a center of morals, an edu

"Changing Colors"—Helen Behem.
Violin Solo—Edna Zimmer.

cational institution, a social asset, or
even an economic advantage.
The Commoner.

"Convict Joe"—Edith Wickham.
"The

is

His Bank" -Nellie never defended on the ground that the

Hodson.

Ride

of

Jennie McNeill"—

James Bayless.
"The Bridge Keeper's Story"—Hazel
Caroll.
Music—Orchestra.
Class Address—Rev. George Win
frey.
Presentation of Diplomas—Supt. A.
G. Brumflel.
Decision of Judges.
Benediction—Rev. John Jaackson.
The Nelson Donnelson building is
undergoing a law much needed re

pairs tl»i« week.

,
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Many Prizes Are Being Offered for chine is at least the equal of the for
Triumphs of the Air in This

first place visited by officers of the law

of liquor can be better regulated by

Boy and

Women's and Children's Outfitting Exclusively

The average saloon is the most dis

Invocation—Rev. John Jackson.

"My

North Side Square

are the results of the habit of drink

Commander Julius A. Pratt
Post No.143 Dept.lllG.A.R.
Mr. Isaac Cook, commander of
above Post, Kwanee, 111.,writes:
"For a long time I was bouthered
with backache and pains accross
my kidneys. About two months
ago I started taking Foley Kidi
ney Pills aad soonsawthey weredoing just as you claimed. I kept
on taking them and now I am fre
from backache, and the painful
bladdermisery is all gone. I like
Foley Kidney Pills so well that I
have told many of my friends
nd comrades about them and
ahall reccomend them at every
sppoptunity." Soldat The PeO'

polesDrug Store.

Country.

the fancy stunts.

TOTAL REACHES NEARLY A

Forty thousand dollars for flight

A pin must be pushed to make it

eign machines which have been doing from Paris to Brussels, offered by the go—so must man.
Aero club of France.

Among the prizes which have been

QUARTER MILLION DOLLARS offered are the following:
Indianapolis Motor Speedway Contests
Forty thousand dollars for trlangu-r
Will Be Among the Greatest
lar flight
from Indianapolis to St.
of the Year.
Louis to Chicago to Indianapolis, to
Not since the close of the famous
be offered by aero clubs of the three
aviation meet at Rheims, France, last
cities and the towns to be included
year has the interest in flying been
in the course.
so keen as it seems to be at the pres
Thirty thousand dollars for fight
ent time. Every days adds to the list
from New York to St. Louis or vice
of men who are studying the science
versa, offered by New York World and
of air-craft and almost every day
St. Louis Post Dispatch.
some new prize is hung up for a long
Twenty-five thousand dollars for
Alight.
New York to Chicago flight,
offered
The remarkable achievement of
by New York Times and Chicago Post,
Captain Rolls in flying
across the
Twenty thousand dollars for flight
English channel from Dover to France
between New York and Washington
and returning without alighting has
offered by Washington chamber of
helped to keep the aeroplane in the
commerce and the Washington Aero
public eye. Incidentally it strength
club.
«
ened the position of the Wright ma
Ten
thousand
dollars for St. Louis
chine for it was one of these that the

A pin needs polish to do its work

Twenty thousand dollars for flight
from Paris to Clermont-Ferrand, of
fered by M. Michlin.

smoothly—so does man.
To get out of a hole a pin must have
a pull—so must man.

Twenty thousand dollars for miscel
laneous smaller flights.

When a pin sticks too long in one
place it gets rusty—so does man.

Total, $215,000 in prizes now stand

A pin with a big head is not much

ing or to be put up within a few days. good—neither is a man with a big
One of the big aviation events of head.
the whole year is the meeting at the
Indianapolis Motor
June 13th to 18th.

The head of a pin is to prevent it

Speedway from from going too far—so do the heads
The Wrights are of some men.

to be there in person and a number
Under pressure a straight pin will
of their pupils will likewise attend. often become crooked—so will a
It is expected that this will draw an straight man.
had little opportunity to see them In
reading about the man-birds but have
ever, are the machines being made
•sr

actual operation.

their

composition—so

do

most

men.

So rapidly, how-

neigboring states. Hoosiers have been
immense crowd

Most pins have considerable brass
in

from

Indiana and

For More Than 3 Decades
Foley,3 Honey and Tar has

a larger margin of profit on the sale been a house hold favorte for all

ailments of the throat chest and
The to Kansas City to be offered by Mis and sold that It Is a question only of
lungs. For infants and children,
months until they will be compara it is best and safest as it contains
Wrights have not gone in for the souri citizens.
no opiates and no harmful drugs.
tively common in the Indiana sky.
Five thousand dollars for flight
spectacular to any great extent but
courageous

captain

used.

this little victory of Captain Rolls in from Indianapolis to Chicago, offered

dicated that the American-made ma by

an

concern.

Indianapolis manufacturing

.; i , i,
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IOIF,YS KIDNEYPILLS

None genuine but Foley's Honey
and Tar in the yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by The

People's DrugiStore.
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game came fast and cheetahs, giraffes,
rhinoceroses and more lions were
added to the list, in all 14 varieties of
animals being secured. Meanwhile
Kermit was busy with his cameras
and the naturalists prepared the spe
cimens.
George McMillan, an American, was
the next host of the hunters, and sev
Lions and Other Animals Shot in eral weeks were spent on his fine Ju
Ja ranch and in the surrounding coun
Large Numbers.
try. There the game was very plenti
ful and many fine
specimens were
bagged. Members of the party made
YEAR ON DARK CONTINENT several extensive trips of exploration,
notably on and around Mount Kenla.
The expedition left East Africa De
Naturalists Collected Hundreds of cember 19, crossed Uganda and went
Specimens for the Smithsonian
down the White Nile, getting back to
Institution—Kermit Photog
comparative civilization at Gondokoro.
There they went aboard a steamer
rapher of the Party.
put at their disposal by the sirdar,
Theodore Roosevelt's hunting trip in and journeyed to Khartum, where
Africa, officially known as the Smith Mrs. Roosevelt met her husband, and
sonian African expedition, lasted near accompanied him in a leisurely trip to
ly eleven months and was most suc Cairo. During his stay in Egypt Col
cessful in every way. The colonel's onel Roosevelt was the recipient of
desire to hunt big game was not all many honors and
made
several
that was back of the trip, for the speeches. One of them, in which he
Smithsonian Institution wanted speci praised the administration of the
mens of the fauna and flora of the British, gave considerable offense to
Dark Continent and commissioned the the native Nationalists. At the end of
ex-president to obtain them. For this [ March the Roosevelts sailed for Italy.
reason, a part of the expenses were
In a preliminary report to the
borne by the institution, but Mr. Smithsonian Institution Mr. Roosevelt
Roosevelt paid all the expenses of summarized the material results of
himself and his son Kermit, presuma the expedition as follows-v
bly earning much of them by his arti
"On the trip Mr. Heller has pre
cles in a magazine for which he re pared 1,020 specimens of mammals,
ceived a record-breaking price.
the majority of large size; Mr. Loring
Not wasting much time after leav has prepared 3,163, and Doctor Mearns
ing the White House, Colonel Roose 714—a total of 4,897 mammals. Of
velt sailed from New York on the birds, Doctor Mearns has prepared
steamship Hamburg, beaded for Na nearly 3,100, Mr. Loring; 899, and Mr.
ples. With him were Kermit and Heller about fifty—a
total of about
three naturalists, Major Mearns, Ed 4,000 birds.
mund Heller and J. Alden Loring, and
"Of reptiles and batrachians, Messrs.
stowed in the hold was most of their Mearns, Loring and Heller collected
elaborate outfit for killing or photo about 2,000.
graphing the animals of East Africa
"Of fishes, about 500 were collected.
and for preserving the specimens des Doctor Mearns collected marine fishes
tined for the Smithsonian Institution. near Mombasa, and fresh water fishes
Kermit had trained himself to be the elsewhere in British East Africa, and

RQAI> on,1I54EM
IMPROVEMENT

Don't worry about overstocking the
market with good cows.
FJrames of sealed honey can be
given on any warm day to colonies
that seem likely to fall short.
There is very little difference be
tween venison, bacon and beefsteak.
All are "dear" meat this season.
Bees can fly for two miles from
the hive and are then able to return
after gathering their supply of honey.
Every gardener should now "make
hay while the sun shines." It is very
essential that we cultivate our plants
while they are young
If you expect the hired man's con
fidence
you must put confidence In
him. You will find
that it pays to
talk matters over with him.
Mustard should be taken up and de
stroyed after It has become too tough
for use. Its pungent odor attracts
insects which often attack other
plants.
If an embargo of the same force
were laid on the ports that are laid on
farm traffic by bad roads, the noise
that would follow could be heard
around the world.
Plant beans, radishes, cucumbers
and tomatoes for further use. If the
seasons continue favorable they will
furnish you fresh vegetables when
you need them most.
No community can have a more val
uable citizen than he who understands
the theory of road building and who
is at the same time a practical road
builder and an enthusiast on the sub
ject.

PRACTICAL PLANK SOIL DRAG
Cannot Take Place of Harrow, Roller
or Disk Harrow, But Can Do
Some Things Far Better.
The writer has used several kinds of
drags on plowed fields, and has seen a
large number in use, ranging from a
sled upside down to a lever harrow
with the teeth set back. Of all the

Top View of Drag.

devices used for dragging the soil, the
drag shown in diagram here is prob
ably most effective, says a correspond
ent in Rural New Yorker. The plank
drag made by lapping some two by
eight-inch plank works all right in very
dry soil, but is all wrong for soils
properly moist for best results in
working. The drag shown above will
work anywhere, and at almost any
time. Such a drag is easy to make

irrom stereograph, copyright, by Underwood JI Underwood. N. Y
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chief photographer of the expedition,
but he also turned out to be consider
able of a hunter.
A great throng of friends and ad
mirers bade the colonel farewell, and
he sailed away, but could not entirely
separate himself from the world, for
practically all the way across the At
lantic wireless communication with
the Hamburg was maintained. More
over, at the Azores, and again at
Gibraltar, he found the officials and
people insisted on doing him honor,
and when he reached Naples on April
5 the entire populace turned out to
greet him with flowers and cheers.
Boarding the German steamship Ad
miral for Mombasa, Mr. Roosevelt
found in his cabin a quantity of flow
ers and a letter from Emperor William
wishing him "good hunting." At Mes
sina a stop was made to view the
earthquake ruins, and there, at King
Victor Emmanuel's request, Mr. Roose
velt and Kermit visited the Italian
monarch on board the battleship Rex
Umberto. The party arrived at Mom
basa April 21 and was received by
Acting Governor Jackson, who had
been instructed by the British govern
ment to do all in his power to further
the plans of the expedition. Unusual
privileges were granted the hunters,
and Mr. Roosevelt and Kermit were
licensed to kill lions.
At Mombasa the party was joined
by R. J. Cuninghame, a veteran Afri
can hunter and explorer, and Leslie J.
Tarleton, and these two managed the
expedition in a most able manner.
Taking train to Kapitil plains, the
party became the guests of Sir Alfred
Pease on his ranch. An immense
caravan of 260 persons was organized
and on April 25 Colonel Roosevelt
had his first
African hunt. On this
occasion he bagged two wildebeests
and a Thompson's gazelle. April 30
was a notable day in the camp on' the
Athi.for on that day the first
lions
fell victims to the marksmanship of
the Roosevelts. Theodore shot two
and Kermit one, and there was great
rejoicing among the natives who made
up the caravan. After that the big

J.UNGLE

he and Cuninghame collected fishes
in the White Nile.
"This makes, in al, of vertebrates:
Mammals
j
Birds (about
Reptiles and batrachians (about)
Fishes (about)
Total

4.897
4.000
2,000
500
11,307

"The invertebrates were collected
chiefly by Doctor Mearns, with some
assistance from Messrs. Cuninghame
and Kermit Roosevelt.
"A few marine shells were collected
near Mombasa, and land and fresh
water shells throughout the regions
visited, as well as crabs, beetles, millipeds, and other invertebrates.
"Several thousand plants were col
lected throughout the regions visited
by Doctor Mearns, who employed and
trained for the work a M'nyumnezi
named Makangarri, who soon learned
how to make very good specimens,
and turned out an excellent man in
every way.
"Anthropological
materials
were
gathered by Doctor Mearns, with some
assistance from others; a collection
was contributed by Major Ross, an
American in the government service
at Nairobi."
E. WEBSTER.

To Remove a Paint Stain.
To remove the unsightly stain of
paint spilled on the doorstep, try the
following plan; Make a strong solu
tion of potash and wet the ptain well
with this, keeping It wet until the
paint becomes soft. In a short time
It will readily rub loose and It may
then he washed off with soap and
water. If any color has penetrated the
fibers of the wood keep the spot well
wet with the solution, and it will
shortly disappear. Paint which has
been left on for some time will yield
to this treatment.
Well Supplied.
Benevolent Lady (to showgirl) —
And, dear child, have you no home?
Showgirl—Y'es, indeed. My father
and mother have both married again
and I am welcome at either place.—
Life.

BUILD COUNTRY ROADS GOOD W.V.V.V.V.V.'AV.V.V.V.V.;.

Make Batters Hit
Bad Ones, Says
"Doc" White

Highway Commissioners Charged With
Responsibility Do Not Inform
Themselves on Subject.
/
(By HOWARD H. GROSS.)

FARM NOTES.

One of the chief drawbacks to the
good roads movement Is the slipshod
methods of road building. Highway
commissioners, who are charged with
the responsibility of road building and
maintenance, do not as a rule take the
trouble to Inform themselves upon the
subject, and the result Is what one
should expect—poor construction and
expensive repairs, and good roads
given in some degree a "black eye."
It is a costly fallacy to assume that
anyone can fix the road. The writer
heard a cdmmissioner say:
"I hauled ten wagons of gravel and
dumped them into that big mud hole
by Jackson's pasture."
No attempt was made to drain the
road, and yet thi3 was what was most
needed In that particular case.
The most important rule in road
building is to drain the road. Get the
water off the surface and away from
the road as quickly as possible. A road
that is well drained is half built.
The aqiount and kind of material
used is as important as the method of
construction.
Ordinarily the main
body of a road, the first layer, may be
of any hard material—stone, gravel,
slag or cinders. The top course of
three inches, however, ought to be
hard, so as to resist the wear, and for
this purpose the best material in the
central west is crushed granite, large
deposits of which cover nearly onethird of the state of Wisconsin. This
is .excellent road material and can be
furnished from at least half a dozen
different points of the state, upon as
many different railway lines, and it is
feasible and practical to ship this sev
eral hundred miles for road building
purposes. On a well-drained roadway,
four inches of stone, gravel, slag or cin
ders, covered with three inches of
Wisconsin granite, making a hard road
seven inches deep, will last longer and
wear better, and require less repairs
than twice that thickness of any of the
softer materials, and the dust will be
less. The increased first cost will be
more than offset by the less repairs
and the longer life of the road.
In Lake Superior districts trap rock
is found, which is also an excellent
material for a wearing surface.
Nearly all states have an experi
enced and capable highway engineer,
and local authorities who desire to im
prove the roads should always consult
him. If his advice is followed, better
work will result and money will be
saved. These men are employed by the
states for this very purpose, and the
highway commissioners should make
use of them.
At the great International Good
Roads congress in Paris the writer
heard the question asked of an emi
nent French engineer: "How soon af
ter the road is completed should re
pairing it begin?" The answer was:
"The next day." This means, of course,
that in taking care of the road, "a
stitch in time saves nine," and it some
times saves 19. One of the great trou
bles with us, where roads are built, is
that we spend a large sum of money to
build the road and make no provision
or taking care of it.

5

White Sox Southpaw Declares Pitching
Is Chiefly Study of Batters

v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.

the sides and the beans are carried on
to the chute, dumped therein as the
trays turn and shot down a receptacle
at the bottom.
f

No Fear of Adulteration.
Notwithstanding the material differ
ence in chemical composition between
honey-dew honey and nectar honey
both are natural products, collected'
and stored by the honey bee, and as
such are free from adulteration in the
Best Soil for Potatoes.
usual sense of the word, and may
A sandy loam soil usually produces therefore, be used without fear of
potatoes of a better quality than the their containing commercial glucose
heavier soil. It remains more mel or other added sugars. '
low giving the potatoes a chance to
become more shapely and making
The Universal Report.
them easier to dig. Heavier soil some
Never before In the history of the
times yields larger results because ot United States, perhaps not in the
Its greater fertility, but the tubers are world, has there been such widespread
more subject to brown rot In such activity for good roads as is the case
soil than in sandy loam.
today.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Libby's Cooked
Corned Beef

By "DOC" WHITE.

Winning games, from the standpoint
of a pitcher, consists In making bat
ters hit bad balls, or halls so pitched
that it is impossible for the batter to
get his full strength behind the swing
of his bat.
Perhaps the worst mistake a pitcher
makes is in trying to strike out bat
ters, and scores of games are lost
each season by this alone. Control, of
course, is the vital element in pitch
ing, for no pitcher can hope for much
success unless he can pitch the ball
close to where he wants it to go. Aft
er securing control he is quite as bad
ly off if he does not know where to
pitch the ball.
I strive always to keep on equal
terms with the batter; that is, to
pitch the ball over for strikes often
enough to keep "out of the hole," for
when a pitcher is compelled to pitch
straight balls, and the batter knows
he is compelled to put it over, the bat
ter has the pitcher almost at his
mercy. Of course a pitcher must
study each batter separately, and not
only know what the man can do, but
what he is likely to do under existing
circumstances. Some batters hit well
when nothing depends upon it, others
are dangerous only when the situa
tion is critical. The pitcher must
judge the condition of the batters as
to excitement or nervousness. A
nervous or excitable batter can,
when the situation is desperate, be
made to hit almost any bad ball that
is pitched, and frequently a pitcher
can save himself by making such bat-

There's a marked distinction
between Libby's Cooked Corned
Beef and even the best that's
sold in bulk.
Evenly and mildly cured and
scientifically cooked in Libby's
Great White Kitchen, all the nat
ural flavor of the fresh, prime
beef is retained. It is pure,
wholesome, delicious, and it is
ready to serve at meal time.
Saves work and worry in
summer.
Other LibbjT "Healthful"
Meal-Time-Hints, all ready to
serve, are:
Peerless Dried Beef
Vienna Sausage, Veal Loaf
Evaporated Milk
Baked Beans, Chow Chow
Mixed Pickles

" Purity goes hand in hand
with the Libby Brand."
Insist on Libby's at your
grocer's.

LiWby, McNeill
& Libby
Chicago

A Horse Lover.
James R. Keene, who is noted no
less as a horseman than as a financier,
said at a luncheon at his Cedarhurst
residence:
"My love of horses has been a great
comfort to me all my life. I have al
ways kept my horses in their place,
though. I haven't allowed them to in
terfere with my business.
"Some men carry their love of
horses altogether too far. Such a one
was a young father who stood, with ^
his fair wife, before the crib of their
first horn.
" 'Isn't he wonderful?' the young
mother cried. 'Did you ever see any
thing like him at twenty-six months?'
" 'Maternal love is all very well,' the
father retorted, impatiently, 'but please
don't try to compare it with a twoyear-old thoroughbred.' "
Reasoning of Youthful Mind.
A schoolmistress whose hair was
of the blackest hue, was one day giv
ing a lesson on a coal mine to a class
in Suffolk, England. To make the les
son interesting as possible she went
on to say she had herself been in a
coal mine. A little lad put up his
hand, and when pointed to said;
"Please, teacher, is that what made
your hair so black?"

Michigan Man Invents Contrivance
That Will Be Found Useful on
Farms—How Constructed.

Seed Sorter.

Food
Products

(Copyright, 1910, by Joseph B. Bowles.)

SORTING MACHINE FOR SEEDS

A sorting machine for seeds has
been invented by a Michigan man, and
it will be found useful on large farms
or on seed firms'
estates. A wooden
framework has a conveyor device run
ning longitudinally toward a chute.
This conveyor, which is operated by a
chain gear worked by a treadle, con
End View of Drag.
tains trays with blades projecting
above one edge. The trays being shal
and not at all expensive. In the dia
low, the refuse material is cuffed over
grams a and b are 2x6 or 8-inch plank
seven feet long for two horses, or 11
feet for three, a and d are 2x4 pieces
bolted to the plank, c is a draft chain,
and may be fastened where shown or
farther back, while xx are two short
boards nailed in place for the driver to
sfand on. The latter pieces, xx, should
not be too wide, as they might cause
t-e soil to collect and pack under
neath.. The plank a and b should be
set at angle of 30 degrees to d-d; and
the joints should be secured with two
bolts each. This drag is simple and
strong, will stand a lot of rough usage
in the field, and its use will give satis
faction to the user, and particularly
where it is desired to level up inequali
ties of the surface. This drag cannot
take the place of a harrow, roller or
disk harrow, but it can do a few things
more easily find quickly and in some
cases far better.
Keeping Out Flies.
Gunny sacks nailed over the win
dows of the stables will greatly reduce
the number of files
that will pester
the animals. These should not be
nailed down tight at the bottom or air
will be excluded and the stable will
become warm and unhealthful. If the
sacks are partly loose at the bottom
they will shade the stable satisfac
torily, and yet at the same time will
admit air.

HH

•Doc" White.
ters hit fly balls, provided the pitcher
can keep cool and keep thinking all
the while.
Young pitchers ought to study pitch
ing to the corners of the plate, fof
such pitching wins. Modern pitching
is, I think, more a psychological study
than a physical exercise, and curves
and speed, while necessary, are not
the chief elements in , success. The
real science of modern pitching lies
in "mixing them up" and never pitch
ing twice alike to the same batter. 1
have a theory that much of the study
of batters is wasted study. Some
pitchers put it down as a hard and
fast rule that a certain batter cannot
hit a certain kind of a ball. Then they
pitch that kind steadily. Soon the bat
ter's weakness is cured and he hits
hard. Mixing them up and keeping
the batter guessing all the time what
is coming pays much better. No bat
ter can hit hard and consistently on
mixed-up pitching, for he always is off
balance when he hits.
I try to get batters to hit balls
when they are not prepared, and some
times is seems to me they are not as
successful in hitting halls pitched ex
actly where they like best to hit them
than on other kinds. They are not
expecting the ball to be pitched there,
and are tempted into hitting late.
Pitching, however, is chiefly the
Btudy of batters. No one can tell a
young pitcher how he should pitch.
He can learn the curves, but the rest
he must have naturally, or work out
by hard study and practise.
May Get Back to Majors.
Two pitchers who made a failure of
their stay with the National last sea
son are very apt to he found in fast
company next year. They are Tom
Hughes and Jesse Tannehill, both of
w'hom are pitching as well in the
American association for Joe Cantillon
aS they ever did in their careers.
Clubs which are weak in pitchers will
not hesitate to give these veterans an
other chance If they show good form
a" season, for they stand a better
chance of coming hack than some of
the youngsters do of making good In
fast company.

Up to Pa.
"Papa, sister's a liar!"
"Why, why! Jennie, you mustn't say
such things."
"I can prove it by your own self.
Last night I heard her say, 'Charlie,
I'll call papa if you dare to do it
again!' And he did it twice more. Did
you hear her call?"
Placarded.
A pretty good joke was that played
on a rotund alderman, who wandered
about the streets bearing a placard on
his broad back inscribed:
"Widened at the expense of the cor
poration."—Tit-Bits.
FEED CHILDREN
On Properly- Selected Food; It Pays
Big Dividends.
If parents will give just a little In
telligent thought to the feeding of
their children the difference in the
health of the little folks will pay,
many times over, for the small trouble.
A mother writes saying: "Our chil
dren are all so much better and
stronger than they ever were before
we made a change in the character of
the food. We have quit using potatoes three times a day with coffee
and so much meat.
"Now we give the little folks some
fruit, either fresh stewed, or canned,
some Grape-Nuts with cream, occa
sionally some soft boiled eggs, and
some Postum for breakfast and sup
per. Then for dinner they have some
meat and vegetables.
"It would be hard to realize the
change in the children, they have
grown so sturdy and strong, and we
attribute this change to the food ele
ments that, I understand, exist in
Grape-Nuts and Postum.
"A short time ago my baby was
teething and had a great deal of stom
ach and bowel trouble.
Nothing
seemed to agree with him until I tried
Grape-Nuts softened and mixed with
rich milk, and he improved rapidly and
got sturdy and well."
Read "The Road to Wellvllle," found
in pltgs. "There's a reason."
Ever read tlie above letter? A nev»
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human

Interest.

WOMAN
ESCAPES
OPERATION
WasCuredbyLydiaE.Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound
Elwood, Ind.—"Your remedies have
cured me and I have only taken six
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta^
M....1L)L0 COMPOTULD.

I

WOMAN SAFE LOCK

EXPERT

Miss Stella Darling Only One of Her
Sex in World in the Busi
ness.

Portland, Ore.—The unique distinc
tion of being the only woman safelock expert In the World and the most
expert at that business of any man or
woman living, is that claimed by Miss
Stella Darling, a young Portland wom
an. Solving combinations is a second
nature with Miss Darling, and so ca
pable is she that a well-known manu
facturer's agent here pays her a hand
some salary.
Whenever the locks on the various
vaults and safes of the banks, ex
press companies and business houses

was sick three
months and could
not walk. I suf
fered all the time.
The doctors said I
could not get well
without an opera
tion, for I could
hardly stand the
pains in my sides,
j especially my right
i one, and down my
—
1 right leg. I began
to feel better when I had taken only
one bottle of Compound, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon."—Mrs.
SADIE MULLEN, 2728 17. B. St., El
wood, Ind.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly,
half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham'3
Vegetable Compound?
Eor thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
has cured thousands of women who
have been troubled with such ail
Miss Stella Darling.
ments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregulari in the city refuse to respond to the
ties, periodic pains, backache, indiges- usual number of twists and turns of
h tion, and nervous prostration.
If you have the slightest douht the combination the owners, instead of

AN ACHING BACK

Means Weak Kidneys.

ON THE COLLEGE NINE.

" 'Tain't no use talkin', Cyrus, thet
boy of ourn certainly do love th' coun
try. He writ me er letter yesterday
an sez he was overjoyed 'cause ther
going ter put him In th' right field
next summer."
A Cynical Synonym.

t

"Poor Myra Kelley," said a maga
zine editor at the Authors' club in
New York, "was almost as distressed
as Mr. Carnegie at the spirit of graft
and crookedness rampant among us.
"The young writer, at a dinner of
magazine contributors, said that we
worshiped wealth—that was our trou
ble. Then she crystallized her mean
ing in an anecdote.
"She said that one man asked an
other:
" 'What position does Blank hold in
the community?'
" 'A very honorable position,' was
the reply.
" 'Is he wealthy?'
" 'Wealth and honor,' said the other,
"are synonymous terms in America to
day.' "
Jimmy's Definition.

"What is geography?" asked the
father, who was testing his son's prog
ress in study.
"Geography," replied little Jimmy
Jiggs, "is what you put inside your
trousers when you think you are going
to get a whipping."—Sunday Magazine
of Los Angeles Times.

A Smile

There's pleasure in every
package. A trial will show
the fascinating flavour.
Served right from the pack
age with cream or milk and
sometimes fruit — fresh or
stewed.

The Memory Lingers"
Pkgs. 10c and 15c.
Sold by Grocers.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Rear Admiral McCalla.

his labor through the bestowal upon
him of the order of the Red Eagle by
the German emperor and the Chinese
war medal by the king of England.
McCalla, then commander of the
cruiser Marblehead, was in the first
fighting line in the Spanish-American
war. He landed the marines at Guantanamo, the first
of the American
troops to set foot on Cuban soil, in
the face of a fierce fire from the Span
ish troops, and maintained them there
for many days until regular troops
eould be brought to their support. At
Clenfuegos he went in boldly under
the Spanish batteries and cut the
cables that connected Cuba with
Spain, thus accomplishing one of the
most important functions in warfare.
But perhaps his most brilliant
achievement was in connection with
the Boxer uprising in Chinvin .1900
when the legationers were besieged in
Peking.
Rear Admiral McCalla was born at
Camden, N. J., in 1844, entering the
navy in 1861. His services during the
almost 39 years of active duty in all
parts of the world were noted with
conspicuous acts.

The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis
covery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with body-build
ing, tissue-repairing, muscle-making materials, in con
densed and concentrated form. With this help Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery" re-establishes the
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purifies
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the nerves—in
short establishes sound vigorous health.

It your dealer offers something "last as Hood,"
It Is probably better FOR
pays better.
But you are thinking of the cure not the profit, so
there's nothing "lust as Hood" for you. Say so.
. ®r- ?'er<;e's Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, ^fedmine Simplified, 1008 pages, ever 700 illustrations, newly revised up-to-date
Edition, paper-bound, sent for 21 one-cent stamps, to cover cost of mailing
only. Cloth-bound, 31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

Need of Beds for Consumptives.

The
Chew to Choose
is Tiger Fine Cut. It's so clean, pure
and full-flavored.
Put up in air-tight packages—not exposed
to the air. Then sold from a tin canister—
not loose from an open pail.
No wonder

JIGEp
^

Casey at the Bat.

Willie—Is Mr. Jones near-sighted,
mama?
Mama—Not that I know of, dear.
Willie—Well, he always sits so close
to sister when they're in the parlor.

16 YEARS OF SKIN DISEASE

STATE OP OHIO CITY OP TOLEDO, 1
LUCAS COUNTY.
F SS*
FRANK J. CHENEY makes oath that he Is senior
partner of the firm of F. J. CHENEY & Co.. doing
business in the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and tnat. said firm will pay the sum of
OZsE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
case of CATARRH that cannot be cure' by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
_
.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
4
.» s^vorn to before me and subscribed in my presencethis 6th day of December. A. D.. 1886.
J SEAL j.
A. W. GLEASON,
' —Y— »
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
uirectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F' J- CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
a*,a K
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
lake Hail's Family Pills for constipation.

Calculation.

"Mr. Nippen always wants the most
possible for his money."
"Yes. He invariably selects a cloudy
day to go to a baseball game in the
hope of seeing several innings and
then getting a rain check."

Important to Mothers

Examine caretuliy every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and cmiuren,
children, ana
and see mat
that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over SO Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
Too many sermons deal out sugar
when the world needs moral sand.
DOX'T SPOIT, YOUR CI.OTHES.

Use Red Cross Ball Blue and keep them

white as snow. All grocers, 5c a package.

Who has a favorite sin has a hard
master.

F I N E C U1
T

CHEWING TOBACCO
is always so fresh and
delicious. No wonder
it is the most popular
fine cut in the market. Try
it and see why.

This famous poem is contained in the
Coca Cola Baseball Record Book for
1910, together with records, schedules
for both leagues and other valuable
baseball information compiled by au
thorities. This interesting book sent
by the Coca Cola Co., of Atlanta, Ga.,
on receipt of 2c stamp for postage.
Also copy of their booklet "The Truth
About Coca Cola" which tells all about
this delicious beverage and why it is
so pure, wholesome and refreshing.
Are you ever hot—tired—thirsty?
Drink Coca Cola—it is cooling, re
lieves fatigue and quenches the thirst.
At soda fountains and carbonated in
bottles—5c everywhere.

/M

5 Cents
Weight guaranteed by the United
States Government.

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Different.

Windig—Do you mean to say you be
lieve that story Blinks told us this
morning.
Hobert—Sure I do.
Windig—Well, I'm surprised. Why,
I wouldn't believe it if I had told it
myself.
Hobert—Neither would I.
For Any Disease or Injury to

tlie eye, use PETTIT'S EYE SALVE, absol rely harmless, acts quickly. 2oc. All
or Howard Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.

The grandeur of life may come
through its combats, but its sweetness
comes through the cheery portal of
content.-—Robert Collyer.
GOOD

HOUSEKEEPERS.

Use the best. That's why they buy Red
Cross Ball Blue. At leading grocers 5 cents.

Hi
Health a n d Wealth
in Colorado

When a man dries up like a mummy Of coarse vou^ are familiar with the delights of Colorado's climate
and it s scenic grandeur but do you realize that Eastern Colorado
he usually thinks he is a saint.

-

PERRY DAVIS' PAIJFKIIXER
11 c"ts- b™s<-s, burns and strains,
f? in^e£PalIy it cures diarrhea and dysentery.
Avoid substitutes. 25c, 36c and 60c.

has millions of acres of fertile land which can be bought chean
This is

now.

Your Opportunity

«

Your light goes down as the tem
perature rises in your neck.

This land produces wonderful results and big profits. It is a
marvelous dairy and poultry country and high price markets with
splendid transportation facilities are close at hand. Dairy cows
If a man would be himself he must
thrive
on the natural grasses and are free from many of the
cease to think of himself.
troubles elsewhere.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup.

Forchildren teething, softens the gums, reduces !nnammation.allays pain,cures wind colic. 26c a bottle.

.£.r' 5!"ce's P'wiKint Pellets first put tip 40 Tmm
r
u
and lnyi«ora«e stomach, liver
ami'hn»J7.
and bowels. 1?
Sugar-coated, tiny
granules.

The deeper love's roots the less it
runs to flowers of rhetoric.

Now is the time to see these rich lands along the Rock Island
.Lines and learn what others are doing.

Very Low Excursion Fares
are in effect daily to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo, via Rock
Island Lines, with long return limits.
Why^not combine business and pleasure? Enjoy an outing among
the Colorado Rockies and investigate the wonderful land opportunities
on the way. Write me today and I will give you interesting literature
and tell you how easily you can do it.

Harker—That fellow Bilkins is an
enthusiast, isn't he?
Parker—That's what! You know
he likes to speak of himself as a
sportsman?
Harker—Yes.
Parker—Well, the only thing he
ever did in that line was to go on a
wild goose chase three years ago.

A Taste

Aids Nature

The National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
says that in seven states, Alabama,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oklahoma,
V yoming and Utah, with a combined
population of over 5,000,000, not one
bed for consumptives has been pro
vided. In nine states and territories,
Alaska, Delaware, Florida, Kansas,
Mississippi, South Carolina, South Da
kota, Vermont and West Virginia, the
number of beds lor consumptitves in
each case is less than fifty, while the
combined population of these states is
over 7,000,000. On the basis of 400
deaths to a million of population,
which is approximately the present
rate in the United States, there would
be nearly 5,000 deaths annually from
tuberculosis in these 14 states, with at
least 20,000 cases of this disease all
the time, and less than 500 beds to
care for them.

Made His Reputation.

A Wonder Worker.

Post
Toasties

One morning a popular young min
ister was presenting his views upon
an important subject under discussion,
says the National Monthly, and Insist
ing that he held certain things to be
true, the commentators notwithstand
ing. He continued, "I hold this to be
true, even though the commentators
disagree with me—and again—I say,
even though the commentators disa
gree with me."
At this point an old lady was seen
to leave the church. On his way home
from the service the minister was
met by this old lady, bearing a basket.
She stopped and handed it to him,
saying: "Dear brother, I heerd you
say thet common 'titers disagree with
you, so I've brought you a basket
of Virginia yams."

WHY HE THOUGHT SO.

"For sixteen long years I have been
suffering with a bad case of skin dis
ease. While a child there broke out a
red sore on the legs just in hack of
my knees. It waxed from bad to worse,
and at last I saw I had a bad skin
disease. , I tried many widely known
doctors in different cities but to no
satisfactory result. The plague both
ered me more in warm weather than
in winter and being on my leg joints
it made it impossible for me to walk,
and I was forced to stay indoors in the
warmest weather. My hopes of recov
ery were by this time spent. Sleepless
nights and restless days made life an
unbearable burden. At last I was
advised to try the Cuticura remedies
M'CALLA WAS NAVY HERO [Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Pills]
and I did not need smore than a trial
Admiral Who Died Recently Distin to convince me that I was on the road
guished Himself in Spanish War
of success this time. I bought two
and at Peking.
sets of the Cuticura Remedies and
after these were gone I was a differ
Washington.—The most brilliant ent man entirely. I am now the hap
achievements of Rear Admiral B. H. piest man that there is at least one
McCalla, U. S. N., who died in Santa true care for skin diseases. Leonard
Barbara, Cal., recently, were in con A. Hawtof, 11 Nostrand Ave., Brook
nection with the war with Spain and lyn, N. Y„ July 30 and Aug. 8, '09."
the Peking relief column, for which
The Business Instinct.
he received signal recognition in the
An English farmer, taking his little
shape of a congressional medal for
distinguished service in battle and son with him, was going to the
also international acknowledgment of polling station to give his vote. On
the way he met a friend on the same
errand, and the two entered into con
versation. After an excited and heat
ed argument about the budget they
came to blows. The poor lad was
much frightened, and, seeing that his
father was getting the worst of it,
suddenly called out to him:
"Hit him in the watch, father;
that'll cost him something!"

Sapleigh—Ah, speaking of electricity, that makes me think—
Miss Keene—Really, Mr. Sapleigh?
Isn't it remarkable what electricity
can do!

And satisfaction to the last
mouthful—

Didn't Mean Beloved Pastor's Diges
tion Should Suffer If She Could
Help It.

Well kidneys filter the blood of uric
acid and other impurities. When the
kidneys are sick, waste matter accu
mulates and backache, headache and
'urinary troubles re
sult. To eliminate
the aches and pains
you must cure the
kidneys. Doan's
Kidney Pills cure
sick kidneys, and
cure them perma
nently.
J. N. Markham,
Montesano, Wash.,
says: "Kidney trou
ble came on me grad
ually and before long I was suffering
from dropsy. My body bloated and
my flesh was soft and flabby. I tired
easily and suffered severely from pain
in my back. Doan's Kidney Pills cured
me and I am today in much better
health."
Remember the name—Doan's, JJSUfi
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a
box. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege tearing their hair and saying naughty
table Compound will help you, things step to the telephone and call
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, for Miss Darling. She takes a few
Mass., for advice. Your letter tools and goes to the street and num
will he absolutely confidential, ber given.
and the advice free.
With an inborn knowledge of the

mechanism and its whims, Miss Dar
ling examines it critically and listens
to an explanation of the difficulty.
With a smile that is contagious she
puts her alligator handbag on a near
by desk, removes her gloves and ap
proaches the box of steel. After a
few deft turns of the combination—
and she knows most of them; it is
more than likely that she set this
one—the bolt may refuse to move.
She smiles at her failure and as if by
some mutual understanding between
safe and woman, it opens at her sec
ond attempt
To show the high esteem in which
she is held by the manufacturers
through the United States it is only
necessary to state that she is the re
cipient of a number of costly and beau
tiful jewels which have been given to
her from time to time. It is only her
love for Portland that has prevented
her from accepting lucrative offers
in distant cities.

OLD LADY'S THOUGHTFUL ACT

L. M. ALLEN
Passenger Traffic Manager

236 LaSalle Station

Chicago, Illinois

AXLE GREASE
i s the turning-point to economy
in wear and tear of wagons. Try
a box. Every dealer, everywhere

FREE

Send postal for
Free Package
of Paxtine.
Better and more economical

than liquid antiseptics

FOSt ALL TOILET USES.

STANDARD OIL CO,
(Incorporated)

Southern
Indiana Farms Nothing Too Good
in

in Clark, Jefferson, Monroe, Morgan, Or- 1 .
_O
— "
ange, Scott and Washington Counties. t0r y0U' That's why we Want you
All sizes and prices. Many good bargains. | to take CASCARETS for liver and
i bowels. It's not advertising talk—
ORAN PERRY
&F5 LAW BUILDING

TOILET ANTISEPTIC;
Gsves one a sweet breath; clean, white,
germ-free teeth—antiseptically clean
mouth and throat—purifies the breath
after smoking—dispels all disagreeable
perspiration and body odors—much ap
preciated by dainty women. A quick
remedy for sore eyes and catarrh.
A little Paxtine powder dis
solved in a glass of hot water
makes a delightful antiseptic so
lution, possessing extraordinary
cleansing, germicidal and heal
ing power, and absolutely harm
less. Try a Sample. 50c. a
large box at druggies or by mail.
THE PAXTON TOILET CO., BOSTON, MASS.

/

INDIANAPOLIS

Solid Shaving Comfort
NO STROPPING

NO HONING

"''" O i M e U e
KNOWN THE

CASCARETS ioc a box for a week's

WORLD OVER

,

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Grav
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cures ocalp diseases & hair falline.
____60c1and$U>0at Druggists

PATENTS
11•ore
afflicted
ejes,with
use {1

W ntBonU.Colemnn.Waah
lnfiton.D.C. Bootafree' IliKli
est references.
Best results.

Thompson>s

but merit—the great, wonderful.
lasting merit of CASCARETS tha
we want you to know by trial. The:
you'll have faith—and join the mil
lions who keep well by CASCA
RUTS alone.
909

Eye Waler

treatment, all druggists. Biggest seller
in the world. Million boxes & month.

nn.rwhpr''»'*
DAISY
x FLY
4 ^ 1 KaILLFR
i*ILiL1LI\ tracts* ktils
all flies
Neat,clean, ornann.u.
ta I.convenient,cheap.

I-asts All Season.

Ma .e of metal.caiiiiut
j spi.l or lip over, will
n<-t soil or injure any
thing. Gun ran teed ef.
Relive. Ofall dealers
or sent prepaid for20o.
HAROLD SOJIRRS
150 IleKalli Ave.
Brooklyn, Now York

W. N. U., Ind'anapolis, No. 24--1910.

AMERICAN BEAUTY * LOCAL GLEANINGS 1
CORSETS

Interesting Mews Items J

From Gas City comes the announce
ment of a boy baby at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson. Mr3.
Thompson was formerly Mrs. Frank
Peters of Converse.

Great Grandpa

Thompson is a candidate for congress
and it's a shame the kid can't vote.—
Converse Journal.
Miss Eva Pearson is visiting friends
in Lafayette this week and Mrs. Jessie
Brady is taking her place at the tel
ephone exchange during her vaca

bring out to
advantage
the graceful
lines of one's
form and cor
rects any figure
imperfection
with perfect
freedom and
comfort. These
corsets include all
the desirable ideas
Known to the worlds
best corset desig
ners, which results
in a stylish garment
with superb fitting
qualities.

Mr. and Mrs. Ozro Brackney are the

bruised

that the foot was not crushed. The

over Sunday by Messrs. Teeter, Doyle
Hendrickson

and

Mesdames

Doyle, Hendrickson and Miss Edyth
Jones on the tennis court, formerly
the ball diamond west of town.
Of the new Pennsylvania track laid
about twenty miles have been thrown
into service during the last six weeks

Several balloons were sent up Sun

young man is now resting nicely at day evening by the foreigners camping
his home.

near the old Eureka factory. One es

^ ^

praise for their skill in constructing

multitudes do well.
Everette Brown made a flying

trip

aerial craft.
Lon Hiatt has a horse with a

to Marion Tuesday afternoon on Chas.

erly sprained foot which has been

Dafton's motor cycle.

IN MEMORIAM.

Gome on any time and get a
And why not pass an ordinance for pair of good shoes at Browns.

ire dimmed with tears by the realiza-1 Browns for that pair of shoes,
tion that our dear sister has been I

called to the land of eyer blooming a safe and sane Fourth of July. Eaton

the whole distance is in operation.

come over that home where she was
F. S. tower, a distance of sixty-four the joy and comfort of a dear father
miles, is laid and needs only a little
and mother and the pride and admiraballast until ready for regular ser
tion of four,, brothers and four sisters,
vice. Passenger trains will be oper
Also her sweet face will be missed in
ated on the new track within the next the school and the Sunday school
ment of Panhandle officials.

Marshall Peterson is giving Main

tfY**®

towns are agitating the movement,

and devoted member.

CAPITAL STOCK $25,000

v

Miss Orpha Bugher of Marion was

impressed with the movement which

Chas. Cox is painting his house,
has become nation wide. Let Upland Messrs Wood and Carmichael are
make this glorious Fourth one long handling the brushes.
to be remembered os noiseless and

Repeating Shotguns

The croquet club organized Tuesday
noon, elected T. E. Jones president

USED I N T H E U. S . A R M Y .
The U. S. Army authorities know a gun; that
is why, when they decided to equip some troopa
with repeating shotguns, they selected the Win
chester in preference to all other makes. Ths
experts of the U. S. Ordnance Board also know
a gun; that's why, after submitting a Winches
ter Repeating Shotgun to all sorts of tests, they
pronounced it safe, sure, strong and simple. II
you want a shotgun—buy the one whose
strength and reliability led the U. S. Army
authorities to select it and the U. S. Ordnance
Board to endorse it—that's the Winchester.

|

straw in the field and saved none for ly resting on the Savior's arms.

The postoffice front is undergoing

Besides a host of friends and rela an artistic labeling, the words—Post
to which it can be put. Wheat straw tives she leaves a father, mother, two j office> Upland| Ind

bedding and the other good purposes

makes one of the best all round bed sisters, Elsie and Armie, one brother,

They look nice : they are nice;
the curtains at Browns.

make his fields.
Since Blackford county voted wet it
has become the convention city of the
eleventh congressional district. Wed
nesday it entertained three conven
tions, two political and one religious.
Hartford City Times Gazette.
Surely it was not the "moisture" at
the Blackford county "oasis" that at
tracted the district convention of the
Young People's Christian Endeavor
Union of the U. B. church!
Mrs. John Mulkins entertained at
dinner last Wednesday Mrs. Harry
Worley of Hartford City.

three half brothers, Ulva I., Alva J.

Ask yourself "should I do this thing, replanted and it has been quite dis
why should I do it, how should I do couraging for crops.
And then I think of one who in her
it and how shall I do it." Answer
youthful beauty died,
That hwhole wheat bread. Did
each according to your ability and
The fair, meek blossom that grew up
your success is assured in spite of you ever try it?
and faded by my side.
knockers, hard times or reverses.
In the cold, moist earth we laid her,
The clincher to this argument is—
when the forest cast the leaf,
keep everlastingly busy.
And we wept that one so lovely should
FIRE and CYCLONE
Arthur Smith of Hartford City ex
have a life so brief.
perlenced a blowout of his auto tire
INSURANCE
Yet not unmeet it was that one, like
while passing through here Sunday.
Notary Public.
that young friends of ours,
Miss Ella Hicks entertained Tues
So gentle and so beautiful, should per
day night, Miss Leah Miles and Mabel
ish with the flowers.
Peele.

E. H. GRAVES

A nuber of Uplanders attended the I
Jefferson

township

Physician

Misses Anna McVicker and Clara

commencement | Teeter and Messrs. Byron Williams

exercises held at Matthews Wednes and Paul Linder caller on Miss Geneviere Nesbit Sunday afternoon.
day afternoon.
The Epworth league

market

to

Mesdames Broderick and Donnel-

A WOMAN'S GREAT IDEA

the Pennsylvania line left the track is how to make herself attractive.

Blaine Peele and Dr. Jefferies drove
to Hartford City Tuesday.

at Converse Saturday evening and But without health, it is hard for her

Mr. and Mrs. Will Peele entertained

traffic was blocked for some time. to be lovely in face, form or temper.
Both east and west bound passenger
A weak, sickly woman will be nerT
trains were delayed at that point for
vous and irritable. Constipation and
about three hours. No one was in
Kidney poisons show in pRnples,
jured by the accident.
blotches, skin eruptions and a wretch

at supper Tuesday evening Mrs. Kate

"Pat" Sargent of Marion, brother ed complexion. But Electric Bitters
of Joseph Sargent, the baker here,
always prove a godsend to women
has opened up a bake shop in Mat
who want health, beauty and friends.
thews where encouraging prospects
They regulate Stomach, Liver and
have been tendered him by the citizens
and business men. This will add con Kidneys, purify the blood; give strong

gaged in business.

Peele and children Mabel and
of Toledo, Ohio.

KEPT THE KING AT HOME.
'For the past year we have kept the

Mrs. Maria Peele and intend to de
part in August for California where
her two sons Harry and Clate are en
Mrs. Peele states that Marion, her
son, is helping his father contract in
Toledo but to be married soon and will
locate in Bluffton, Ind

Willis, her

husband is in excellent health and

siderable to the business like pro nerves,

King of all Laxatives—Dr. King's New AUTOMOBILE RULES
Life Pills—in our home and they have
proved a blessing to all our family,"

T. M. Smith & Co.

Otto Reed deserves credit for the en

Stomach, Liver and Kidney troubles, rear.

Rule 2. Before turning to the left

Only 25c at

or right they shall give three short

T. M. Smith & Go.

blasts an a horn at least three inches
in diameter.

Those who won the contests during

Cream.
Will pay you within 3, l-2c
of Elgin quotations for but
ter fat at your door. Quo
tations this week

and pay the highest cash prices.
THIS WEEK
Hens
12c
Old Roosters
3/4 c
Ducks
10c
Geese
5c
Stop me on the street or drop me a
postal and I will call.

Salmon; reading, Guy Holmes.

The

gold annual given by the Christain which are liable to cut the tires of
Herald of New York, N. Y. had as automobiles passing over them.
speakers on its affirmative Messrs,
Rule 5. In dodging automobiles pe
Walter Glasier and Rodney Anderson. destrians shall not run more thAn
Negative, Messrs. Glenn Speece and N. seven miles an hour.
A. Christensen. The judges decided in
favor of the affirmative.

boulevard in an offensive manner.

The High Cost of Living:

Rhle 8. Each pedestrian before re
ceiving his license to walk upon
boulevard must demonstrate before an
examining board his skill in dodging,
leaping and crawling and extricating
himself from machinery.

The repairing of a tlr« on a large
Tuesday, June the 14th is flag day

have a host of friends in the com

cylinder machine.

munity.

Mr. Marine considerably in his timber and the first American flag ever made

Matthews in the presentation of its

Paxton, the local Ford agent, jvas in of bunting recently was sold

shopped in Marion Saturday,

Rule 7. Pedestrians must register

Increases the price of many at the beginning of each year and
necessities without improving pay'a license fee of $5.00.

interests and

publication.

Rule 6. Pedestrians will not be al
lowed to emit cigarette smoke on any

J W. Taylor

The car will aid

Rule 4. Pedestrians shall not carry

debate inter-society "t for the $25 in any sharp articles in their pockets

the quality. Foley's Honey and
Tar maintains its'high stanpard
of excellency and itsgreat curat
ive qualities withoutany increase
in cost. It is the best remedy
forcoughs, colds, croup, whoop
ing cough and all ailments of the
throat, chest and lungs. The
genuine is in a yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. Sold at The
Milton Marine who recently made a
People's Drug Store

Subscribe for the Enterprise—NOW strumental in making the deal.

Rule. When an experienced driver

oration, M. A. Kleth; essay, Jessie automobile is passed.

terprising ability he is utilizing for
Mrs T. E. Jones and daughter Edith

Rule 1. Pedestrians crossing boule

solo; instrumental solo, Ruth Wray; trian shall hide behind a tree until the

buy Your

their purchase.

FOB PEDESTRIANS

writes Paul Mathulka, of Buffalo, N. vards at night shall wear a white
Y. Easy, but sure remedy for all light in front and a red light in the

bright eyes, pure breath, may visit here in the near future.
clivities of our thriving little neigh smooth, velvety skin, lovely complex Mr. and Mrs. Willis Peele were res business trip to Chicago while there
bor. The new paper, the Herald, is ion, good health. Try them. 50c at idents here for a number of years and purchased a big Ford touring car, six
a winner with the community and Mr.

Your home baker sells whole
wheat bread. It's good.

were Miss Blanche Williams, vocal shall indicate the same and the pedes

Office in Bank Block.

I

FRIENDS.

commencement week at the university is made nervous by the pedestrian, he

I Will Buy Your Produce
Dale

They are visiting

REPEATERS

SEND THE ENTERPRISE TO YOUR

Dr. Ellis TrentStout

son were in Marion Tuesday.
Miss Lisle Simons entertained a morrow will sell everything to eat.
Mrs Dora Fisherbuck visited Wed
Don't fail to be there.
number of Taylor students at dinner
nesday
with Mrs. Evans in Jonesboro.
last week.
Several cars of a frieght train on

RELIABLE

looking eagerly forward to some good,

est part of the fertilizers. The more and Ira N. Ballinger.

make, and hence the richer he can

THE

The farmers in the vicinity are

"Whole wheat bread is the warm, corn weather, as it is necessary
dings that the farmer or stockman Ernest, two half sisters, Mrs. Maud
most wholesome bread in exist- to kill the cutworms, working on the
can use. It is soft and clean and it Herring and Mrs. Iva Turner and
ance.
young corn. Much field corn has been

the more good manure the farmer can

11

MORTGAGE LOANS SOLICITED
JOHN SMITH Pres. HARRY CONNELLY, Cash.

George Glasgow has purchased a and Will Spaulding treasurer. Work
Matter Park at Marion was formally
After living such a life, she was I p0rd automobile and its arrival is is progressing rapidly on the court
opened to the public Sunday. In well prepared and since Jusus has expected in a few days. Mr. Glasgow
which will be ready in the near future.
every way the opening was a success said "Suffer the little children to come is not t0 be out done by his neighbor,
The Epworth league will give a
of Marion's popular recreation spot. unto me and forbid them, not for of Mr.wood and so the machine resulted,
market Saturday in the Bell hardware
Not so very long ago a large num such is the kingdom of. .heaven," we | This will make a total of ten machines
store.
ber of our farmers burned all their have the assurance that she is sweet- i jn town,

good bedding is used in the stables

%Jt

Many Upland citizens are favorably an Upland visitor Tuesday.

where she was a bright, Intelligent | in keeping with Independence day.

is a good absorber of liquids, the rich

STATE

A cloud of sorrow has thus has inaugurated such and many other street a much needed spring cleaning.

flowers.

All the steel between Logansport and

two months, according to the state

Manufacture Dears, Sash, Frames, Hard and Soft
Wood Finish. Also handle Fence Posts, Coal, Coke
Gall and see us when In ueed of anuthlna In our line.

Bev

Frank Dougherty of Hartford Cty, troubling its owner no little of late
Emma May, daughter of Benjamin I
A1 Myers with the assistance of
was in Upland Monday.
J. and Mary L. Sloniker was born In
Chas. Muchmore hooked a beautiful
E. Wise and Hal Burton wended
Grant county, Indiana, Oct. 14, 1898
bass at Bruce lake last week which
and was called to her heavenly home, Itbeir way t0 the river banks Tuesday
tripped the beam nicely at five pounds.
June 2, 1910, age 11 years, 7 months | afternoon and enjoyed a good long
A1 says it is the nicest he has ever
and 18 days
possessed.
Our hearts are grieved and our eyes | Say, look here, try
ELollen

stretches put into usage rapidly until

W© have a complete line
of
BUILDING MATERIAL, LIME,
SHINGLES, CEMENT,
PULP PLASTER,
RED CORNER
AND FOUNDATION BRICK

, and the fellows were given high

temPts' but t0 those who do best wbat

A. DICKERSON

and the next six weeks will see other

Lumber & Mfg. 6o.

The world gives its admiration, not pecially large one broke forth many
to those who do what nobody else at- oh's! and ah's from the town folks

Friday night. Mr. Brackney met with slender form.

v

T. M. Smith & Co.

It is considered miraculous

STURGEON

#j

mands prompt treatment with Buck-

toe was taken off and the foot badly

Are made for the woman of large

Some very fine doubles were taken

or any other nature, de

was broken and the nail of the large Corns or Piles. 25c at

parents of a baby girl, born to them figure as weU as for the woman of

and breaking his left arm.

fireworks,

resting. The toe next to the little toe Eruptions, Eczema, Chapped Hands,

KALAMAZOO CORSET CO., Exclusive Makers

a painful mishap last week, falling

from a knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail, if I)

m
While engaged in moving a house
len's Arnica Salve to prevent blood
»
for Jesse Stanley, Bert Gibson a lad
poison or gangrene. It's the quickets,
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gibson, was pain
surest healer for all such wounds as
fully injured, being caught under a
heavy truck on which the house was also for Burns, Boils, Sores, Skin

AMERICAN BEAUTY CORSETS

tion.

and

A DREADFUL WOUND
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touring car in front of the post office
attracted a large crowd Sunday.

Mr. in the United States of America made

/

tion in London,

auc
S

Go to Hellen Brown's for fresh ftoeerie? and dry food*

